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Introduction 

This volume, our third since inception, also represents a first birthday. Like all babes in infancy 
we have been entirely dependent on the people who have submitted (96% we have published) 
and our readers, some of which have been kind enough to write to us. At this point we solely 
funded by a single benefactor because (a) we wanted to be independent (b) wanted time to 
prove the concept before approaching funders and (c) put the community back into commu-
nity service. That may change this year, it depends on how busy with other projects our lead 
contributor is, one suspects. 

We set out to provide a crucible for Taranaki writing, not only within Taranaki, or New Zealand, 
but further afield. We are therefore delighted this first volume for 2022 sees three of New Zea-
land’s best writers added as kairangi for Mātātuhi Taranaki. We are absolutely delighted that, 
according to Google Analytics 9886 eyes have viewed our first issue of the back of what can be 
euphemistically referred to as a very basic Facebook advertising campaign. What worked best 
was not Facebook advertising but direct approaches leading to snowballed. And in early 2021, 
there must have been a refreshing but unanticipated blizzard. 

Still, we are not especially interested in size, prestige or being overtly trendy. We aim to serve 
a simple kaupapa: to unite writers on Taranaki in Te reo Māori and English with readers. On 
that basis, we commend our baby to you again in 2022 and thank you all for your continuing 
support. 

Ngā mihi o te āhuatanga o te wā ki a koutou. 

Trevor M Landers, MA, MPM, MEd, MCW, MNTCW
Te Kaihoe 
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Essay/Tuhinga Whakahirahira

The essay, tuhinga whakahirahira, is a creative non-fiction opportunity for issues of relevance 
to the  Taranaki literature  community to be canvassed. It will be a regular feature of subsequent 
issues of Mātātuhi Taranaki.

We wanted to use this opportunity to signpost an experiment in literary regionalism where we 
focus on a particular locality and invite contributors to address a geographical theme. 

For our second volume of 2022, we aim to produce a book, responding to a need for hard copies 
and a more tangible legacy of Mātātuhi Taranaki.

We do this even though book publishing, except perhaps for our kairangi and other luminaries 
is not a road to fabulous material wealth for all concerned. Most poetry volumes, for example, 
are in small print runs, and attract small royalties and doing more than cost-recovery is a chev-
ron of success. 

Why did we choose Pātea, Waverley and Waitōtara? We forget the precise reason, but if prompt-
ed we might say because it makes one corner of the province, Paranihi ki Waitōtara. A more 
compelling reason is Pātea is tūrangawaewae and Trevor has a connection to Waitōtara and 
it would be churlish to omit Waverley. Additionally, these localities are borderlands and that 
appealed to us too. They are also heartlands of rural Taranaki, and we have to start somewhere 
and Ōpunakē to Ōkato seemed too obvious. These towns are also in the figurative and literal 
south, and that alone was sufficiently inspiring. The relatively high Māori population was also 
another obvious appeal. 

You will note there are photos at the rear of this volume. We wanted to commission poems or 
stories in Te reo Māori and English based on these images. Such an approach is technically 
called ekphrasis, and is a long-standing literary tradition.  We invite you to respond to the pho-
tographs in your own ways and send your finalised pieces to us at: 

matatuhitaranaki@gmail.com

If this idea is a success, we may take it further. As also material in Māori, English, or both (or 
other languages by negotiation) is welcome. Ka tuhituhi tonu rā whānau

Vaughan Rapatahana and Trevor M Landers, with the acknowledged support of Te Kāhui o Ngā 
Raaru Kītahi

mailto:matatuhitaranaki@gmail.com
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Ngā kairangi hou/ New icons of Mātātuhi Taranaki

Michelle Leggot
Michelle Leggott is a Professor of English at the University of Auckland and was born at the 
Avon Maternity Hospital in 1956. Her family lived on Cordelia St for the first few years of her 
life. The house, number 115, was the first of several houses her father built, she says. The family 
then moved to Urenui and then on again to New Plymouth. Leggott received her secondary 
education at New Plymouth Girls’ High School, before attending the University of Canterbury 
where she completed an MA in English in 1979. She then moved to Canada to do a PhD at the 
University of British Columbia. Her dissertation was on the American poet Louis Zukofsky and 
was published as Reading Zukofsky’s 80 Flowers (1989). Leggott began publishing her poetry 
around 1980. In 1985 she returned to New Zealand and took up a lectureship at the University 
of Auckland. She produced her first book of poems, Like This? in 1988, winning the Internatio-
nal PEN First Book of Poetry award. In the 2009 New Year Honours, Leggott was appointed a 
Member of the New Zealand Order of Merit, for services to poetry. 

New Moon in the Old Moon’s Arms 
Michelle Leggot

We have stopped somewhere between Lepperton and Inglewood on the way to my grandmot-
her’s house in Stratford. She lives in Brecon Road on the north side of town and it is this echo 
that locates an exact moment on the side of the road near the railway
line. Brecon. Bracken, covering the roadside where shoulder meets metal chip and then rough 
railway land. Why have we stopped? Not to look at the tracks, though often we beg ourfather 
to race the freight trains hauling refrigerated wagons to Waitara or coal to the port at Ngāmotu. 
When that happens we are heading home after a grandma visitor one of the longer trips south. 
Perhaps this is a lay-by rather than an impromptu stop by the side of the road. Perhaps my mo-
ther has set out cups and is unscrewing the lid of the thermos. Certainly it is late morning, a 
winter day, and all eyes are turned to the mountain wrapped head to foot in white. It is always 
there, shaped this way or that depending on where you are when you look up and see it again.
                 The New Plymouth side. The Stratford side. The view from Eltham, Hawera, Patea 
or Kaponga, all nuanced, all different. But we must be further on because it is the cone we call 
Phantom’s Peak unfolding itself in the ring plain that has paused the journey this morning. 
Bright snapping air. The mountain jumping across space and into our dreaming eyes. On the 
blue sky behind it spirals rise and fall in a passage of light against dark that renews itself in the 
blink of an eye. What are they? I ask. Why do they fall down and jump up again? Why are they 
curling and uncurling like that?
I don’t remember the answer my parents gave or how long we stayed before it was time to pack 
up and go on. My brother is back  in the car with our baby sister. My father empties his plastic 
cup on the gravel and I do not see the ripple in his eyes or the curve of hisvoice as he says: That’s 
where we will go.
                   But he starts with the cherry walk thick with blossom, imagining his Madonna 
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of the Spring just out of sight among the boughs or beyond the curve in the path. Boarders 
in white gloves and panama hats on their way to St Mary’s meet or just miss soldiers of the 
65th marching from the barracks on the hill to the parade ground over the river. A blowing of 
whistles, mistresses ahead and behind the girls who walk in pairs, one of them gazing at the 
drifts of white blossom under the trees. So beautiful. She does not hear the soldiers, fife and 
drum, marching orders, boots crunching on gravel beside the river. Where he, her supplicant, 
sits on a camp stool transfixed by the movement of dark light on the surface of the water going 
by. How will he do it? What will take him instantly accurately to the moment (this moment) 
beside the flowing water and overhanging trees? Their sweep and the screen they make that he 
chases with his pencil, then with his brushes and a beginner’s palette there on the riverbank 
with the Saturday painting class. Behind him the phantom platoon is on its way to morning 
parade, a lone pair of eyes unseeing and intent on rhymes for a poem about the mountain seen 
at dawn across the rolling hills and ravines of its ancient lava flows. A poem, a vision, a painting. 
The Cherry Walk hangs in a show and then at home in the living room, one of his first water-
colours, an exercise in radiance and perspective, his Madonna of the Spring among drifts of 
white blossom. Darker and more difficult, the stream with its trees and quiet chuckle of water, 
overpainted so many times and still elusive, something he must go after. Must fix to a different 
surface. Not watercolour but oils pull him now, canvases stretched on hardboard and a makes-
hift studio in the front room fragrant with turps and linseed. An Art Society opening upstairs in 
the museum. He sells the painting for a couple of guineas, glad to be rid of it. Huatoki Stream 
near Redcoat Lane.
Unfinished business.

He makes a river codex, following roads that take him to places where light embraces water 
or ricochets from its dancing surfaces. Here he is at Waiwhakaiho studying the roar of stones 
through water. Here he is at Everett Park or Mangamahoe, eyeing up river ools and dust-caked 
boulders that mark the winter flood levels. More rocks at Okato where the Stony River is living 
up to its name. High tide at the Onaero rivermouth where incoming waves sweep away towels, 
nets and chillybins below a papa cliff. Sunlight in the gorge at Awakino. The bridge at Maro-
kopa. Riroriro, the usual tūī and a kererū at Pukerangiora where he stands 300 feet above the 
river looping towards the sea. When did he begin to think of patterning water? When did he 
begin to paint the moment after the dip of a dragonfly’s wing, the horse’s hoof leaving the ford 
or gunshots bouncing off the cliffs on the other side? He’s been a hunter and knows the sound 
of a .22. He’s built haysheds for farmers and seen eels ripping at the guts of slaughtered sheep 
in the stream behind the willows in the home paddock.

Sometimes the rivers run red with blood from the abattoirs. Sometimes they are brown with 
effluent from the cowsheds. Sometimes they are white with cheese whey from the dairy facto-
ries that dot the district. His codex encounters a dirty history that settles in the bone and will 
not go away. He turns to the dreaming river and brings what he has learned about surface and 
depth to bear on a single configuration. Two men drag for flounder in the bend of the estuary at 
Urenui. It is full tide and they move slowly, one in the shallows the other waist-deep, absorbed 
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in the pull of the net between them. Later the speedboats and water-skiers will take their place 
in the holiday morning. Later still the dark pines on the reserve will be cut down and the house 
on the hill will look with blank eyes on the tides coming and going. But here he has caught the 
dream of the river, salt and fresh, mouth and long body supple and full of sweet contingent joy.

Shade in the heat of the day. How one word will bring him to another and he learns to listen for 
the ambient noise of collocation. A goat called Blackberry. A dog called Sweetie. Tents under 
the trees between Colville and Port Jackson. Three shallow fords. The granite quarry wharf. The 
spearfisherman and his laughing wife. The drinking boys and their lion tattoos. The woolshed, 
the shearers’ quarters. A fireplace where hot water steams all day in iron pots. A bench for 
scaling and boning fish. A meat safe hung in the pōhutukawa whose limbs and epiphytic lilies 
frame a camp among the trees. The camp is a noisy place. Engines grinding up and down the 
hill. Outboards running in buckets of fresh water. A chainsaw. A trail bike. Crayfish kicking in 
the kerosene tins over the fire. The clank of bottles being retrieved from an old fridge hooked 
up to a generator. Farm dogs up the valley. Night trips to look for th etree frogs of Moehau. 
He’s painted none of these things but they are there in the green shade beyond the overhan-
ging branches. The tree filters light, the tree filters noise. Here is the frog, fingers free, small 
bumps on palms of hands and sole of foot. Here is the son of a poet walking over the hills to 
the shepherd’s hut. Here is a daughter reading on the beach and her brother learning to use a 
speargun. Here is the priest and his friend who drove to the end of the road and looked out at 
the flat-topped dancers. Mick the cat and Mack the knife. They follow his lead and walk into 
rooms of green light beyond the lilies and the long arm of the pōhutukawa. Shade in the heat of 
the day island. Here are the New Year’s Eve celebrations. Here is what happened on the beach in 
starlight. Smokers, drinkers. Swimmers, dancers. Mick the cat and Mack the knife. They follow 
his lead and walk into rooms of green light beyond the lilies and the long arm

         Yellow irises in a terracotta jug warm and convex against green planes suffused by halogens. 
He’s become a colourist, strategizing blocks and bands and negative space. The shellbanks at 
Miranda. The drought field in afternoon shadow. A coastal profile of capes and pinnacles. He 
goes further, laying translucent washes over carefully masked ground. The air trembles with 
water and light. Pencarrow afloat between sea and sky. Puniho Road making mists of itself 
under the flanks of the mountain. Trig stations on hilltops. Vapour trails on clear sky. Morning 
sky. Evening sky. I was far away, learning how to condense words and expand possibilities. Then 
we came over the crest of a hill on the western edge of an island after rain and before sundown. 
I saw air and water, water and colour, membranes of light and water. I saw a panorama and its 
atmosphere breathing together. I wrote to him, I told him he must see the light of the Pacific 
Northwest for himself. Fons Adae, paradiso terrestre, air and water and light. They would have 
come but he fell down one day and was gone, leaving experiments ranged around the walls and 
buried in the rubble of the studio. I picked them up. Precious traces.
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So let’s restore him now, contemplating the silhouette of the mountain in evening light. Look, 
pink con-trails dispersing overhead as we walk on the beach at Oakura, the dog running in and 
out of the waves and rolling in the sand. Or put him on the hill above the city, the observato-
ry behind him and the carillon quiet after its electronic outburst. He’s sketching, looking out 
across the tops of the trees to where a new moon rides above the ocean in a sky still full of light 
from the sun gone below the horizon. The cityturns on its sodiums, mānuka drops small petals 
on stone, women and children ascend the hill in clouds of unknowing. His sister is there, just 
back from a walk among the redwoods at Lucy’s Gully. And here is his grand-daughter with her 
three-week-old baby whose name is starlight falling on snow. 
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David Hill
David Hill is a versatile journalist, reviewer, fiction writer, playwright and children’s writer. 
Born and educated in Napier, a graduate of Victoria University (MA Hons, 1964), he spent 
fourteen years secondary-school teaching before writing full-time. He has contributed stories, 
articles, reviews and plays to newspapers, radio and most New Zealand journals, including 
Landfall, NZ Listener and School Journal, as well as overseas. His first young adult novel won 
the 1994 Times Educational Supplement Award for Special Needs. He won the 2002 Children’s 
Literature Foundation Gaelyn Gordon Award for a Much-Loved Book, the 2003 LIANZA Esther 
Glen Medal, the 2013 NZ Post Junior Fiction Award, and the 2013 LIANZA Librarian’s Choice 
Award. In 2021, he was the Prime Minister’s Award for Literature.  

Finally
David Hill 
For Mary Dixon Hill

   My mother would have turned 100 this year. She didn’t get anywhere near it. She died 
before I got anywhere near her.

   Her Scottish family came to NZ after WW1, her father vowing he’d never call anyone 
“sir” again. Their Hawkes Bay farmhouse was wrecked in the 1931 earthquake, and she went to 
Dannevirke, where a skinny guy called Bob started wheeling his bike home beside her in the 
evenings.

   My parents had already been shaped by pioneer unease and work ethic. Now they 
were shaped further by the Depression and WW2 austerity. They moved into a shabby rented 
cottage on Napier Hill; it took them till I was 15 to get a house of their own. Before they left the 
rented place, my mother exhausted herself washing every surface. No landlord was ever going 
to disparage her housekeeping.

   My Mum wasn’t pretty. She had long Highland shins and forearms, knotty hands 
from scrubbing and wringing. She’d had her teeth pulled out when she was 20 – as people did 
then – and cheap dentures kept her jaw thrust forward. The dressing table in the dark front 
bedroom held a powder compact that was used maybe twice a year, plus a lipstick for church 
and weddings. She looked like any working-class mother.

   She wasn’t soft, either; couldn’t afford to be. That was typical of her time and class as 
well. When my school bag was thrown up on the roof by Standard 4 boys and I came home in 
tears, she made me stand in the middle of the kitchen till I’d stopped sniffing. You had to stick 
up for yourself; nobody else was going to.

   My adolescence was hard on both of us. In my first year at Boys’ High, Barry scored 
higher than me in the exams, as usual. So did Ken, who’d developed a flair for science. When 
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Mum looked at my report and saw ‘Third in Class’, she told me “I hope you’re as ashamed of 
yourself as I am”. 

   I went out briefly with a Catholic girl. My mother warned me that some of our rela-
tives wouldn’t have the girl in their house. “But Aunt X married a Catholic,” I dared to protest. 
“And it broke poor Granny’s heart!” Mum fired back. I already knew my grandmother’s tough 
old Calvinist organ could handle a lot more than that.

  Once when I was 16, I lost my temper in an argument where my fancy new vocab and 
logic splintered on her common sense. “Jesus Christ, Mum!” I exclaimed. “Can’t you -” She slap-
ped me so hard that my ear buzzed for hours.

   She wanted only the best for me. She’d have walked into burning oil for me. When 
I   remember the arrogance with which I defined myself by mocking just about everything she 
valued, I’m lucky she didn’t hit me more often. I’m lucky also that she loved me; I certainly can’t 
imagine how she liked me.

   For ten years, bracketing my teenage ones, she worked in the local tobacco factory. Its 
owner strolled the production line, pinching women’s bums. When he died, staff had to line up 
outside as the funeral cortege passed. Mum’s friend Moana (my mother told me – also typical of 
the time – that Maoris were generous but unreliable; she never saw any irony in the friendship) 
lit a cigarette and flicked the butt at the hearse.

   The factory helped kill my mother. She was already a heavy smoker; the ceiling above 
her chair in our dining / living room was brown with nicotine. For bonuses, the tobacco com-
pany gave out cigarettes. They already knew the danger in their product; already knew how to 
lie as well.

   She died of emphysema when she was just 52, after months of refusing to see a doctor. 
Typically again, she didn’t want to trouble anyone. When we went into the hospital room where 
she lay dead, my father placed one of his chipped brickmakers’s hands on her forehead, and 
said “Sleep well, old thing; last sleep of all”. I’d never known he could say such words.

   My mother wouldn’t have liked the 21st century. She’d have hated the immodesty, the 
stridency, the erosion of sexual and religious certainties. She’d have been tiresome about get-
ting too big for our boots, being grateful for what we’ve got.

   She was one among millions of a dogged, unglamorous generation who made it possi-
ble for us to live our protean, pleasant lives. After her death, I wished many times that she could 
have seen me when I found the people and work who make me feel worthwhile. That’s the last 
time I’ll use the word “typical”.
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   Then, maybe two years back, our younger grandson was squatting on our back path 
checking out a battalion of ants. He lifted his head, and suddenly my mother’s face was looking 
at me.  It lasted half a second, then he was a small boy again.

   I picked him up and hugged him till he squirmed. Inside my head, I said thanks and 
sorry, and I’ve never told anyone about it till now.

First appeared in The Listener. Printed with permission of the author. 
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Alice Te Punga Somerville
Alice Te Punga Somerville (Te Ātiawa/ Taranaki) is a scholar, poet and irredentist. Born on 
her tribal homelands in Wellington, raised in Auckland, and having lived overseas for half of 
her adult life, she is now Associate Professor in the Faculty of Māori and Indigenous Studies 
at the University of Waikato, where she writes and teaches at the intersections of Indigenous, 
Pacific, literary and cultural studies. When she was seven at a school full of Māori and Pasifika 
students, she won a principal’s award for a poem about tulips; she has been trying to decolonise 
her writing (and decolonise herself through writing) ever since. We are very proud to have her 
as a kairangi (icon) of Mātātuhi Taranaki. 

room
Alice Te Punga Somerville

there are captain cooks amongst us too – bullies,
throwing their weight around

they think they are the centre of the room but that’s only because
they have never been anywhere but there
they have no idea about the edges or even how far the room extends
one day they will realise that we in the corners are really in other centres
they will realise there are no corners
no walls

is it a room? is it a room then, when there are no walls?

i used to want to tell them to move over because they take up all the room
but there’s no room
there is no room

no walls, no room – just links and connections and space

you’re not at the centre; there are no centres
you’re just standing there
one node in a massive network
like the rest of us
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Homage to Taranaki: 

Into the First Cold 
Maualaivao Albert Wendt

1.
Once his sight and bones didn’t know the four seasons
He was born into Samoa’s two seasons of wet and dry
and the air’s wrap that rarely dropped below 22 degrees
The lush forests did not ever shed their green
and crops sucked up the soil’s precocious blood all year round

No need for fur or other animal skin or fabric
Apt nakedness was adequate clothing for the times
despite the Victorian taboo of covering from neck to toe
Not one inch of erect skin shine to be exposed
Sex was only for procreation and in the sin-chocka dark of night. 

2.
His first taste of ice water was a shocking burn around his teeth
then round his mouth and down his gullet and chest
as a long-nailed finger that scraped up choking tears
Ice cream was the only cold he loved but he couldn’t afford it
He learned about snow and ice from books and films. 

Across the Pasifika on the banana boat out of the sun’s cling
into a cold that seeped down into his marrow and wouldn’t let go—
a journey from warm ease into seasick body crunched up
in his first ever woollen clothes and shoes, the seas and skies turning wilder  darker     
predicting a New Zealand locked in the loneliness of cold

3.
First at boarding school under cone-perfect Taranaki beanied
with ice snow and tapu the cold and homesickness gripped his every bit
The teachers ordered early morning runs and cold showers afterwards
to toughen the will against the invading winter and shape them
into men who wouldn’t flinch from any kind of pain

Rugby and military drill were the other manly prescriptions
Twice weekly rugby practice and the game against another school and winter
Tackle and tackle attack and attack  the pain was exhilarating and beat
the cold and forged the ideal team that would die for one another
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Winning wasn’t everything—it was the only thing
Military drill in prickly uniforms with his courage as steely as the rifle
he carried erectly at the epic school parades with their much medalled
headmaster in splendid command and some of his teachers mimicking
the decorated heroes they’d been in the Second World War others with silence 
refusing to glorify the futile leap into colonial wars’ insatiable gobs. Left-right  left-
right  left-right  halt! Young  fit  acclimatised he now lived comfortably with the 
cold weather and being away from home
But every morning when he walked in Taranaki’s compass to breakfast
the mountain signalled not all was well with the path
His history teacher praised Te Whiti’s stand at Parihaka
He researched that and discovered almost 200 years
of settler invasion  fraud  and theft of iwi land
A deadlier cold slid into his throat and held him hostage
to an anger as rich as Taranaki’s beauty and defiance
of colonialism  injustice and greed behind the eyes. 

Response to Maualaivao Albert Wendt’s ‘Into the First Cold’

Cold, the First Into
Craig Foltz

Some bones can only acknowledge the intersections between chaos & non-
chaos. The hut we chose is on the northern side of the maunga & 

accommodates shale-based earthquakes. You say, “The emotion of fear is
also the emotion of action.” We didn’t come all this way to represent the 

finicky whims of cling wrap nor our aversion to the sea. Instead, we came 
here to place our faith in the defiance of balsa, marigolds & conflicted 

aphids. The ghost of sidewalk cracks is also the ghost of cautionary 
protests. One might ask, Where have we been all this time anyway? Why 

has it taken us until now to draw our lines in the sand? 

Imagine a big river meeting a smaller river. Imagine the delicate
placement of boulders the size of ice cream trucks. Imagine a little patch

of fresh grass sprung up between a ring of totara. Imagine turning our 
sleeping bags out & shaking them. Imagine the cloud of dust mites,
vaporised. Horizontal beams, transport systems & propeller fans are

simple building blocks in the palms of military archivists. If you leave us, 
the next place you go will herald your arrival, though techno utopians

 might disagree. 
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If you have to wear a name, why not chisel your syllables from color wheels &
exotic terrines? Some of us are enemies of gardeners, while others refuse to traffic 

in the counter of hipness & fashion. Would that we were confronted with nowhere
to hide, would the lace & ribbons of uniforms be our only reminders of heavy 

industry? The anger is shared. Because we allowed the water to reach the shore. 
Because in that other place, where the counterparts are simply evidence of other

 counterparts. Fiddling with triggers & buttons. Your eyes did little more than filter 
light, while your hands set a course for the future.
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Homage to Taranaki:

Ode to Te Whiti-o-Rongomai
Gregory O’Brien

‘A system of water-supply and the installation of electric light has brought Te Whiti’s pa into line with the most 

advanced ideas of municipal development.’

Mr O. T. J. Alpers, 1902

‘Te Whiti was a prisoner at Opunake for a short time, and the buttons coming off his trousers, volunteers were 

called for the work of sewing them on again. I was given the important job.’

Mr J. C. Hickey, Opunake Times, 22 March 1927

Te Whiti o Rongomai, the great bearded god
of electricity beams down on you

and shines approvingly and flickers
roundly and blows

the occasional fuse. But the lights of Parihaka
stammer onwards

into the new millennium. All those years like box-thorn
or gorse grown up the flank

of you, as we sit at your feet, studying the scriptures of circuitry, the wiring of 
habitable towns, the falling light of comets and

errant stars. Here, I applaud the aching limbs of your
fife and drum band,

you — their conductor — in your bowler hat with its wind-battered 
raukura. I praise the light

their disciplined music sheds on both you and the descendants
of the Thames Native Rifle Volunteers.

Like you, I can imagine the Opunake Hotel public bar
crammed ceiling-high with loaves of bread

anticipating a siege, long engagement, the possibility
of reprisal,
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a half million warriors flowing like lava from your mountain.
But instead, a quiet morning —

Taranaki lost in clouds, after a night of electrical storms, fragments
of meteors, the cool vacant debris

of space. Also like you, I am worried about the health
of my family, descended as I am

from one J. C. Hickey, a man, by some accounts, responsible
for the introduction of box-thorn, gorse and wire gates

to the Taranaki. A notable brawler,
a one-man travelling circus,

who famously fist-fought any person, Maori
or Pakeha and, after your arrest, Te Whiti o Rongomai,

upon whom fell the task of sewing new buttons
on your trousers. One version

has it that lots were drawn as to which constabulary member
landed ‘the important job’. Another version, that this man’s brother

had taken a Maori wife and the family connection
rendered him appropriate. Either way,

the passage of this small needle through your trousers
was the one detail of the invasion

he chose to remember when interviewed for the Opunake Times,
aged 80, in 1927. No mention is made

of his brawling tendencies after 1881, although a propensity for
civil disobedience later came to light

when he became the first citizen to run livestock
on the Opunake common, his twenty five head

of cattle successfully evading not only the bylaws but a
marauding ranger.
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Not that I would presuppose a pacifism on his part,
perhaps at most a more

reasonable nature, cut but only slightly of your cloth, Edward,
or Erueti as you were known.

And as you were a bird once, ruru or native owl, and your friend
Tohu an albatross,

so my great Irish grandfather was known as — an irony that would not
have been lost on you — Cockatoo.

Watching the years trundle past, attended by
what beliefs we can muster

and this ever-present disbelief — what you might ask, has
become of us, Te Whiti o Rongomai?

We replace our gods like light-bulbs — only the current is
constant. And what of your illuminated province,

all darkness and hail
storm, across which I have led expeditions

into history books — in which I find you, your eyes
which have known the flash of lightning but seldom

the photographer’s bulb. They search me out, Te Whiti o Rongomai
while the god of bad weather and dissolving stars

studies the calm ocean of your brow, the peaceful
furrows of your face. He studies the shadow

of a boy running from the wharenui, hands clasped over
his ears, to escape the deafening roar of

the poi, swinging from the long arms of your many sons and
daughters. A line of roaring propellers.

Later, the women join in a haka
to flatten the soil, raise the mountain.
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The view from the grave, as you know, is a long, undulating
one. Elevation a concern only

for the living and their business. They gather above us, as we speak:
aeroplanes, their bellies so crammed with phosphate

they can hardly take off. But there is a richness you bring to the soil
which cannot be dropped from a height.

All this we have seen in our lifetime: cables buried under sea
and earth, explosions of gases

in the atmosphere, waterspouts, satellites, the infinity motif
of the circular milking shed.

But there is another grid, laid as a blanket over your province:
one of fife bands, poi dances

your descendants gathering around a teapot the size
of a small room, just as the pa are placed

around Maunga Taranaki. If only the sky, the ever-present
sky, was a sponge capable of soaking up

whatever suffering we offered it, or a fog in which the lesser gods
of war and anger might be dizzied

and lose their way. The mountain climbs the mountain
track to reach its own

summit, sifts through relics of itself:
a box of bayonets wrapped

in wax-paper, a children’s hut
of stacked cannonballs,

each native feather of each living bird, stitched
into the mountain’s cloak.

Bowler hat and feather, feather
and bowler hat
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Te Whiti, last year when a meteor was reported
flying above the Southern Hemisphere

I knew it would be drawn to your mountain. And sure enough, 
it broke up over Maunga Taranaki.

Te Whiti, we share these flaming and extinguished stars
just as we share brass bands, certain Biblical

co-ordinates, a sense of disbelief and this recurring
belief. I have stood on the floor of your wharenui, where

your quiet room once was — the building itself burnt down
years after your departure

not by electricity but by an earlier form of light
and warmth. Leaving only a concrete floor-plan

your walls and roof now every star and falling
star and starless night

since then. And it is your wiring that keeps the heavens
radiant. In another sense, the source of the light

outlives even you — an electrical lamp
at either end of your grave.

As you were once, asleep and awake, so you lie. The mountain
our dark tent too, all black air and

thunderclaps and climbers
falling forever downwards.

But you wouldn’t want to make
too much of your mountain,

Te Whiti, even if the electricity of your province remains
light years ahead of the rest of

the known universe, because it is also true that farm machinery has
drowned out your wood-pigeon, your
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ruru. So what of this affinity, then, that which
we feel.

Perhaps because we were all diggers, a river of shovels
edging towards the sea

accompanied by the stitch, stitch,
stitching of Irish peasant hands

as people of mercy, love and a facility
for making whole, we now sit

by your trouser-leg and
sew, as the descendants

of Cockatoo Hickey will sit
for all time

attending each miserable thread
and the stitch, stitch

stitching of this conciliatory
needle.
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Response to Gregory O’Brien’s ‘Te Whiti o Rongomai’

Te Tohu Kākahi 
Trevor M. Landers 

We shall not single you out;  for your exceptionalism, 
the matakite, the kupu, the twin prophetic birds of Parihaka

Tohu, kia ora ra e hoa. Ngā mihi mahana o te āhuatanga o te wā
Ka honoretia au i tōu haumāuiuitanga.  Kua whakamoemiti i a koe. 

a descendant of Ngā Pōtikitaua and Te Āti Awa chief Te Rangiāpitirua, of Pukeariki, Father Te 
Toamai; his  mother was Kiekie. Related to Te Whiti 

on his father’s side through his cousin Hōne Kākahi, Te Whiti’s father.
Whakapapa cleaved them together, no need for any disentanglements, 

generational tuakana, to Te Whiti o Rongomai III, teina, both Taranaki and Te Āti Awa, sym-
bols of pacificist  protest, were you born near the 

paua beds of Puketapu,  or near Waimate or Kaikaiā, emigrating to Waikanae,  cementing ties 
with those good Ngāti Ruanui folk, before 

the whānau moved back to Wārea after the Waikato raids, hapū name of Patukai, under the 
leadershio of Pāora Kūkūtai  and his nephew, 

Āperahama Te Reke. As a young man we knew you as Hōne or Hemi, reflecting your baptism, 
falling under Minarapa Rangihatuake preaching 

at Rāhotu as the Tikanga Hou (new doctrine) took hold, or  at Johannes Friedrich Riemen-
schneider of the North Bremen Missionary Society’s 

mission school at Wārea. Disillusioned, Tohu and Te  Whiti taught the theorem; Māori as the 
lost tribe of Israel—the exalted ones, not the  

philistine Pākehā stealing the whenua, acting as if they  owned the place, but thieves 
empowered by unlawful legislation; a punishment for 

rebellion and insurrection—in essence a mechanism to alienate more land---assuage what litt-
le passed for conscience, no surprises; a man 

immersed in religion; fulminate against injustice turn the plough to the stolen land as 
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an act of defiance; reinstating the  ahi kā claims to tribal 

lands, perhaps even of my whanaunga, Te Pihama. Such serendipity seems a remarkable 
thought; truth being much stranger than fictions.

Prophesy brought Tohu and Te Whiti together as a protectorate of their people. 
Pōtatau Te Wherowhero, the eminent first, Māori king predicted

their greatness. Tohu, reputedly anointed Pōtatau’s son, Tāwhiao, as the 2nd Māori 
king, and for a time acted as spiritual advisor; behold the 

stature of Tohu. Later, to cement their relationship, and tautoko the two prophets, 
Tawhiao send ’12 apostles’ the Tekau-mā-rua, aiding the 

Parihaka prophets with their work. Europeans believed him blinded by 
the bellicose. Detaining Bishop Selwyn in November 1861. Allegedly, 

he played a part in the Hauhau attack on Sentry Hill in northern Taranaki in 1864. 
Tohu was again named as the Hauhau leader at Te Puru 

in June 1865 and Waikoukou in February 1866. Truth is the first casualty of war, and 
priests and men of religion never bault from a righteous fight.

Tohu and Te Whiti both followed Te Ua Haumēne foundr and prophet of the Hauhau
 church, the first organised expression of an independent 

Māori Christianity. Te Ua was born into the Taranaki tribe at Waiaua, in South 
Taranaki, in the early 1820s. In the last four years, Te Ua dropped

his baptismal name, Horopāpera (Zerubbabel). He used the names Tūwhakararo 
Tūtawake in late 1862, and in 1864 took the spiritual name 

Haumēne. He was a supporter of Wiremu Kīngi Rangitake, Ua Rongo Pai
became a spiritual text for Tohu, revolutionary eschatology, mind-bread. 

In December 1865 Te Ua consecrated Tohu, Te Whiti and Taikōmako (Te Whiti’s 
half-brother) to carry on his religious work, and as the Taranaki

wars came to an end at Tauranga-a-Ika, all three men presided at Parihaka. The 
 biblical prince of peace, Melchisedek came to Tohu in a 

vision outlining the path of peace. Tohu’s descendants will tell how this movement 
was given divine sanction by the Holy Spirit, in the form of a 
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great albatross, Toroanui – the name of marae dedicated to Tohu. Even today, 
the sight of great winged bird is regarded as an auspicious tohu. 

Inspire by their Hauhau beliefs, founded on Christian values  Tohu and Te Whiti 
evolved a millennial belief, gaining a throng of followers. 

Europeans were welcome at Parihaka, although its leaders rejected Pākehā education 
for their children, having learnt to distrust Pākehā

values. People obstructed government plans, removed survey pegs on confiscated land, 
resisted muru raupatu, ploughed lands they that they

considered was still their own; fencing across roads where they cut across their 
cultivations, and generally attempt to thwart expropriation. 

Morale was high, believe in righteous justice strong. Tohu supervised teams 
ploughing and fencing campaigns of 1870 and 1880, hoping their 

actions would test the legality of the Kawana’s confiscation efforts. Their view was 
implacable but peaceable; their intention was not to provoke 

another military engagement but to protest by civil disobedience an egregious plan 
unfolding across Taranaki, not just for Taranaki and Te 

Āti Awa. Tohu, Charge d’affairs at Parihaka from March to September 1881, navigating 
uncertainty, vigilant on risk, a commander of people. 

Native Minister, John Bryce’s raid, 5 November 1881--Tohu gathered the people on 
Toroanui marae to restrict troop movement, and stymied 

proposed hospitality for the soldiers; forfeited that right by advancing 
pusillanimously on the unarmed village from the rear with bayonets 

drawn. Lieutenant Colonel J. M. Roberts, invaded Parihaka, met by about 2,000 
seated Māori.. The two were dressed in the korowai, non-violent.

They were arrested, the rest of the assembled people were arrested or dispersed. 
Women and children assaulted in the most vile ways. 

At his trial in New Plymouth Te Tohu was charged with ‘wickedly, maliciously, and 
seditiously contriving and intending to disturb the 

peace.’ Te Whiti faced the same charge. I could cry but I am laughing at such a 
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mammoth legal absurdity. They were held in New Plymouth for 

six months without trial. Tohu demanded a trial, denied! Imprisoned in Addington jail, 
and Nelson too. Psychological warfare, our Guantanamo.

Pākehā ascribed Tohu the subservient position, as Te Whiti frequently spoke for 
them both, but many believe Tohu was pre-eminent, 

for me, Tohu and Te Whiti are a couplet, as surely as salt and pepper, 
the differences between them not so dramatic actually.  Descendents of

both believe Te Tohu was oracle, who gifted Te Whiti the spokesman’s role, gifted 
orator, like Aaron did with Moses in the bible. Reinforced by

Tohu’s habit of summarising the main points of Te Whiti’s speeches, to add emphasis 
and consolidate teaching. Some say Tohu’s prophesies 

were wrongly attributed to Te Whiti; Pākeha felt Tohu did not speak with authority, 
or there were conflict between cliques of the two, but such 

quarrelling coteries of supporters don’t feature in Māori narratives, 
and these questions seem superfluous to an aurulent story. 

There were attempts to advance a wedge: Māori struck with the novel of literacy in 
English, read newspaper disseminating conspiracy theories 

Banished to Ōtākou, at their trial on 10 June 1882, in detention for allegedly 
disturbing the peace (the colonists were such comediatns )

it was Te Tohu, not Te Whiti who responded in court. Tohu was a forceful 
personality, far from a vassal, or a shadow-lurker. In March 1867, 

Tohu, Tohu, Tohu prevailed in turning Te Whetū over to authorities for the kohuru
(murder) of the hapless John Brady contrary to Te Whiti 

wishes. In Otago, it was noted, Tohu steadfastly refused to influenced by Pāhehā, 
whilst Te Whiti was more circumspect but the meaning of such 

differences is manifold in the interpretation, and the significance can be divined by 
someone far more erudite than me. These differences were set

to intensify after March 1883, returning from southern exile. Parihaka was desecrated a
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nd raped by Bryce and his henchmen, so the task of the

rebuilding Parihaka was substantial, aided by koha from Rāniera Ellison of Ōtākou. 
Te Whiti saw value  Pākehā refinements Tohu preferred to 

retain their earlier policy of self-sufficiency and remain rooted solely in the Māori 
world only. This may explain his excision in the Pākehā mind.

July 1886: Te Whiti orders resumption of active opposition of contested Pākehā 
settlements, which earnt Te Whiti a prison term in  a Wellington

gaol, and censure for Tohu, for reckless endangerment. Released in 1887, both set 
about the modernisation of Parihaka----step forward financial

supporter,  Taare (Charlie) Waitara, a wealthy part-Te Āti Awa landowner from 
Lower Hutt. Te Whiti’s more conservative followers 

transferred their allegiance to Tohu., Visiting Pākehā gravitated to the european side 
of the village  for the ‘Chief ’ of Parihaka’, Te Whiti not 
 
the much older whare where Tohu resided.  Tohu’s followers became known as Pore 
(polled, or dehorned), because they forsook the wearing 

raukura or white albatross feather, emblem of Te Whiti’s people. Cleft between the 
two had become a chasm; unsuccessful attempts at unity 

Mahitahi for the metal road to the village, constructed in 1896. Tohu 
continued to resist and condemn the advent of alcohol in Parihaka.

He spoke of the dangers of indebtedness, and castigated the imposition of taxes, 
which Tohu felt were levied unfairly against the people. 

In stature, Tohu was a leviathian compared to small men. He had a deep voice, said 
to grating and gruff. Like Te Whiti, he had lost a finger, 

and like Rìwha Titokowaru, who he was often mistaken for, Tohu also 
had a blind eye which gave him a slightly sinister appearance for some. 

Tohu married Wairangi or Mohia, a sister of Te Whiti’s wife, Hikurangi, and they had 
three sons (Te Toamai, Rangikōtuku or Nohoangapani, and

 Te Kakapi-o-te-rangi), and two daughters (Pukohu and Parekauri). He had a quiet 
sense of humour, but was quick to assert his mana, especially 
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in later life. Tohu was nobody’s fool. Some years before his death at Parihaka, 4
February 1907 he suffered a hip injury, which left him with a 

limp. According to his teaching, his tūpapaku was buried without a coffin
and is unmarked, whilst Te Whiti’s has an imposing monument erected.
E rua manu o mātauranga: the prophesy over Mt Taranaki, the two birds of wisdom---
lead the people unto everlasting life---heal the pain. 

The celestial  vision– a trail of light from a comet in the shape of a feather. The raukura, 
the single albatross feather, a symbol of Parihaka.

After Tohu’s death his followers voted against re-joining Te Whiti. Discontinuing
 their links with Parihaka, they organised religious 

meetings at Ketemarae in southern Taranaki, and at places along the Whanganui 
River, where Tohu’s teachings are observed to this day.

The two men complimented the other. Following the death of Tohu 
Te Whiti is said to have mourned until his own death 11 months later. 

That differences emerged between their followers in the 1880s and 1890s was, and 
remains, the source of some sorrow. Both men regularly sought 

each other’s counsel; descendants also speak of the men as entirely complementary, 
two figures sharing a titanic burden, a shining legacy.

To omission of Tohu Kāhahi I write back to Gregory fondly, weaving his own 
whakapapa in connection to Parihaka, and elegy to Te Whiti 

and now there is a companion, as there was in life, Tohu Kākahi is not a forgotten 
man. In the hearts of people, in these lines, he surely lives! 1

¹  I am greatly indebted to Dr.Ailsa Smith’s entry in the New Zealand Dictionary of Biography (1993). The online version can be found at: 

https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/2t44/tohu-kakahi and Dr. Danny Keenan’s short biography of Te Whiti o Rongomai III at the same site: 

https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/2t34/te-whiti-o-rongomai-iii-erueti The entry for Te Ua Haumēne  by Dr. Lyndsay head is similarly fascinat-

ing: https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/1t79/te-ua-haumene For a brief overview of the sacking of Parihaka in 1881, see: https://nzhistory.govt.

nz/occupation-pacifist-settlement-at-parihaka or  for a some modern contextualisation of Parihaka, consult: https://natlib.govt.nz/blog/posts/

remembering-parihaka  For the history of the Tekau mā rima (18th) listen to Milton Hohaia: https://teara.govt.nz/en/speech/28100/parihaka 

https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/2t44/tohu-kakahi
https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/2t34/te-whiti-o-rongomai-iii-erueti
https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/1t79/te-ua-haumene
https://nzhistory.govt.nz/occupation-pacifist-settlement-at-parihaka
https://nzhistory.govt.nz/occupation-pacifist-settlement-at-parihaka
https://natlib.govt.nz/blog/posts/remembering-parihaka
https://natlib.govt.nz/blog/posts/remembering-parihaka
https://teara.govt.nz/en/speech/28100/parihaka
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Homage to Taranaki

Dropped Pin: Hāwera, South Taranaki
Michael Steven

A road trip, years ago. The square
of acid my mate and I split
kicked in about here.

I’d wanted to show him the cheap
memorial plaque to Aotearoa’s
greatest outlaw novelist.

A provincial jazz freak with an ear
for the brassy thump of ragtime,
for the laconically

menacing speech patterns
of grousing cockies and slaughterers
conspiring at high tables,

oiling their aggression
with whiskey and ale chasers.

Hungry shark plying his daily hustle
in louche basement pool halls.
Troubled by leggy harlots,

yoked to his widowed mother.
A cohort of bookies in bad suits
scheming in phone boxes,

scrap dealers and bent publicans.
He worked the blind family
doctor for amphetamine scripts.

Nicotine stains to his forearms,
he slapped and plucked
the strings of a double bass

in boozy barnyard dances
each weekend across the district.
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We’d just smoked a banger of NL #5.
Inanimate objects began sending signals.
The trigger was a smirking Furby

swinging from a car’s rearview mirror.
I remember gassing with laughter
at how the drive-thru

was rammed with hungover
farmers in flat-deck Hiluxes,
spotty-faced boy racers

and hardcore motherfuckers
with haircuts like Mad Max extras
rolling in battered Holdens.

Above the counter at the KFC:
the cheap gold plaque for Ron Morrieson.

Response to Michael Steven’s ‘Dropped Pin’                                                                 

Pātea Perambulation, 1984
Vaughan Rapatahana

corralled inside a Clarendon catacomb, 
& after sluicing an ale or two 
                                        too many, 
fleeing flailing Fijian farmhand fists,
I hitchiked north west
                                  the next morning.

no seasonal worker
but relationship shirker.

I’d abandoned my mark IV – 
                                                      purchased copacetic in Kaikohe 
                                                      aons ago
                                                      for a few hundred 
                                                      and a stash of hash – 
a behemoth rammed hard
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against a clay bank,
askew a shingle rut
up a mislaid valley
in another motu.
                                                       the frayed dice swaying
                                                       like boozed propellors.

deserted my Ngāpuhi whānau
& in fugue state meltdown
flown waveringly
to bother my brother - 
                                                        some sort of milk factory boffin - 
in the guts of Waverley. 
next loomed Pātea,
my own tūrangawaewae.
I’d slithered into 
                                   the maternity annex
decades before,
while my father had a tutū 
                                   at the meatworks.

the town was already shrivelled,
when, squatting cateleptic adrift 
                                    a fading dairy -
                                                                  my thumb doing the walking 
                                                                  moody showers ever stalking -                                                                  
from nowhere in particular, 
in faint flux of hope, 
I dredged up 
a dream dyad – 

Poi E, e awhi mai ra,
wondering where 
Dalvanius 
               was
                      right
                              then. 
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Homage to Taranaki

Te Pūrākau o Taranaki 
Arielle Walker 

Taranaki
dragged himself towards the setting sun away
from the centre of the island carving 

Te Awa Tupua in his wake surface
tension kept by fish bones firm 
beneath the andesite 
came to rest against the edges of Te Ika-a-Māui 

caressed by the hum and swell of the sea and
looked back across the distance to his love. 

Skip forward now, there’s no use looking back. 
Skip across the millennia, past tears river-rushing 
to fill the space between the lovers
past rocks crushing and grinding to
keep Taranaki at his island edge. Slow down 

let
the centuries tick, tick, tick to a halt
– no, no,            
            a little further
past the wars and the invasion and
the wars and the bloodshed and 
now.

Taranaki
is granted personhood. 
It’s all there on paper, signed by a crown
he should never have been beholden to.
He’s been given all the rights and burdens of any
one of us. 
It makes it official in a world where distance is measured not 
by a mountain’s grief but by tickertape’s digital descendants. 
Moveout from under his shadow – there’s nothing left to hold him
back.  He’ll raise a storm of fire and ash and retrace
those first furious, limping steps
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to challenge Tongariro once again. 

The islandfish will writhe and shudder, whenua will scar anew 
and  
      maybe
                 then we’ll realise tūpuna are not ours to own or control.2

Te Pūrākau o Taranaki
Anonymous

Draw anchor
Kaitake ranges wedge
conical stoppage
console a jilted lover
under the korowai of fern
send tears and cleansing
down to Matematenehu
sustain us as rivers flow clear
or send fresh lahars
make us tremble at your awesome strength
char the island fish, write new tales.

² First published in: https://www.tupurangajournal.com/arielle-walker 

https://www.tupurangajournal.com/arielle-walker
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Poetry in English

Len Lye’s Wind Wand
David Eggleton

Bendy baton, swizzle stick, swagger stick parade,
a pole vaulter’s pole catapulted skyward,
performing spells at breezy dawn;
a spiral inside a clear glass marble,
a twister bearing the bob of a marker buoy.
Within its moist fog coat, the mountain is coy,
the bee rides the daisy flower back and forth.
Tall wand, a dowser’s twitcher, down to earth,
curves to the gusts, inclines to the view,
floats with sphere, a bubble on air;
and then conducts an auction tender 
between the mountain and the silver sea, 
forest and bird, flax and river,
town and country, wave and whisper,
mountain white as Te Whiti’s albatross feather.
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The Scrum
Trevor M. Landers 

Time ticks away slowly
it is almost sedentary
the ground clock is a photograph
stuck in the breathiness of an historical moment
this could be the final scrum of the 
day, five metres from the victorious, or the crestfallen.  
Game hanging in the air like a fluttering shirt on a line 
the Magpie 8 shunting; invigorated by scoreboard 
pressure;  converted try will level it up, this  the first 
provincial rugby at Pukekura Park in 76 years. 
A clearance, a quick throw-in, frenetic from Hawkes Bay
the fateful pass tossed—
Intercept! Parochial crowd roars---- a jet fighter takes off
from an aircraft carrier,  Tikoisolomone scores under 
the bar on debut! Amber and black scarves and hats
thrown skyward: Taranaki 33 Hawkes Bay 19, 
Florence and the scrum-machine professors: take due credit 
the visitors vanquished; time for a tipple, a trudge up the hill
the hordes saunter out, happy as Harry.  

Shaun Waite waits to feed a pivotal scrum, Taranaki v Hawkes Bay, 7 August, Pukekura Park, New Plymouth.
© Trevor M. Landers, (2021)
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as I lose another 
Vaughan Rapatahana

the discontinuation
                            continues.

an ex-lover
eschewing suicide watch,
her scarred wrists
palimpsests of pain.

a former friend,
hacking his 
emphysemic path
toward quietus.

veteran uncles,
war-torn whanaunga
flensed of fear,
too aged to linger
                           longer.

all metamorphosing
as they traverse
the orphic threshold
between bardo and beyond.

karakia
wane after a while,
slip away like
unguent fingertips,
like your grip on mine.

that last gasp,
those occluded eyes,
your body 
a thin earthquake.

the uroboric void
replete
once more,

as I lose another.
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use the word
Vaughan Ratapahana

there is not enough use
of the word 
fuck
in poetry.

never has been.

plenty about fucking 
as couched in 
allusive thrust & parry, 
but not enough to 
p
   e
      n
this dearth.
           t
              r
                 a
                     t
.                      e

we require, we need
more ejaculation of this word,
more blatant expression; 
much more visceral verse.

much more requirement to
say something such as,
‘that fucking politician
is fucking up our shared earth
and we are all fucked.’

how can we poeticize 
authentically
if we don’t give a fuck?
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Tātaraimaka
Vaughan Rapatahana

let there be no white misprision.

this was MUCH more 
than ‘mere skirmish’.
this was massacre.
yet another slaughter.

a frisson of blood
for the pākehā corps.
                                                                     870 vs 50 or fewer
their conflictual essence
satiated by overkill
replenished by rage
indurate from hate.
                                                                     870 vs 50 or fewer
carnivalesque for Cameron
glorious for Grey
bombast by Bayly, 
a murderer 
of wounded men.
                                                                      870 vs 50 or fewer
         &
who stoked the cannon?
          &
who lit the fires
conflagrating 
       both
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whare & warrior?
                                                                      fewer than 50 vs 870

ngā toa 
e te tiakina ana
i tō rātou
whenua
mai i te whakaariki mā. 

(On 12 March 1863, 300 men of the 57th Regiment evicted Māori from land they had occupied at Tātaraimaka, 20 km south-

west of New Plymouth. The five tribes occupying the land – Te Ātiawa, Taranaki, Ngāti Ruanui, Ngāti Rauru and Whanganui 

– viewed this as an act of war…Grey…[was] planning to evict the 50 Māori who were still camped at Tātaraimaka. On 4 June, 

870 men led by the new British commander, Lieutenant-General Duncan Cameron, overwhelmed the small Māori force oc-

cupying a pā above the Katikara River, killing half of them. Grey watched with interest from HMS Eclipse, whose heavy guns 

bombarded the pā from off the coast…It was noted that ‘no prisoners were taken’ and that at least two wounded Māori were 

executed’. – University of Waikato, O Neherā) 
(The Killing of Wounded Men

There are also reports in the Wanganui Chronicle from Maori sources of the mistreatment of Maori dead and of some of 

those killed having been burnt alive (Taranaki Herald 11 Jul 1863).

(From - Prickett, Nigel. J., “The Military Engagement at Katikara, Taranaki,  4 June 1863’,  Records of the Auckland Museum, 

vol. 45, 2008, pp. 5–41). 

[ngā toa 
e te tiakina ana
i tō rātau
whenua-
the warriors protecting their land

mai i te whakaariki mā. -
from the pale invading army].
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The Forest of Anykščiai in the Taranaki back-blocks 
Trevor M. Landers 

Amongst other things
              the loggers here 
                    brought silence 
    once the saw-teeth
                  fell into 
deforested 
quietus.
             A neat accoutrément,  
                   settler repudiation
                       Māori occupation
the extirpation of the Huia
       once flourished in actual tōtara glades
not Musuem drawers, 
      taxonomically labelled
               a little paper tag 
               around the taxidermy claw
valley and hillsides shorn
          stunted amputees
              a cancer of stumps 
let us dream of surges and rustles
     rushes and questions 
       sounds and scents that can never be
                   he kupu tapu
      a leaf to a branch
               branch to a trunk, up
               assurgent canopies 
    the day and heavenly discourses. 
          Landscape as a palimpsest 
 invoking a colonial imprint. 
      Axe-fall, echo and silence.
                    But for the birds
a force of speech which is brutal, 
           by maps that are all syntax and memory.
The Waitara Valley river speaks in green and time 
      her song is silt and flow 
              a meandering damp kiss 
     from here to Lithuania.
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Chanson Cicada
Gary Bovett

The trees are very noisy
at this time of year

occasionally their fine  tune 
is more than I can bear

They sing the winged flutter song
in extraordinary voice

Though maybe I’d decide to cease 
... that’s if it were my choice

It is the sound of summer here
For that I’m truly glad

and of all the sounds to tolerate
it’s really not that bad

Perhaps one thinks it as applause
an apt response demands
a thousand happy insects

clap their tiny hands

If I find this noise too loud
an echo for my head

I’ll head to where the Tasman roars
with his applause instead

where the foaming white capped crowds
forever rolling in

These noisy summer months I’ll gladly 
swim amongst this din
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Alexanderplatz
Katherine Joyce

Danky wanky
hanky panky
tranky lanky
shanky ranky
shonky tonky
wonky donkey
ronky konky 
ponky lonky

Berlin Mitte 
Trabant blues

driving around
nostalgia pangs 

for the GDR
commercial apocalypse

by skyscraper
benzene clouds

avenue of progress
S-bahn rumblings

travel rattle
U-bahn stations

commuters clogged
Brandenberg gate

freedom | incarceration
Reichstag fires 

death | extinction
Rotes Rathaus 

red | bureaucrats
Der Fernsehturm

sky | needle

tinky winky
pinky slinkly 
kinky dinky
stinky linky

punky dunky
clunky wunky
stunky lunky 
wunky cunty 
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Dankeshön Alex. 
Taranaki

Michael Morrissey 
 

Taranaki, Taranaki my home town

wait a minute… Taranaki isn’t a town

it’s a place, a time, a state of mind

 
Taranaki is the termination of your

nightmare because it’s so peaceful

It makes your arm skim stones

 
Over the wide Tasman Sea

if you leave Taranaki next stop

is Australia dry as a bushfire

 
dangerous as a brown snake

uncoiling to strike the innocent

and guilty but that’s not Taranaki

 
Taranaki, Taranaki my home town

it’s a place, a time, a state of mind

one day I will return to sing your song

In Gumboot Gully naked girls do somersaults

on Palamino horses, smoke righteous weed

and skirmish the backs of Lusitanos
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My Great Uncle
Mark Pirie

I never met or knew him
but recently I looked at an 
old photo, and he was in it.

My Great Uncle by marriage
was Tim Harris, dairy farmer
and rugby player of Okaiawa.

Strong and fast he was,
effective in forward rushes.
He played with All Blacks

like Harold Masters and
Dick Fogarty. Once, his
Okaiawa team defeated

Dick’s Hawera team; their 
first defeat at home in years.
He married my Great Aunt.

Catholic, he was; Methodist,
she was, and the two 
eloped causing family unrest. 

All was to be forgiven, 

but locals knew him best for 
his feats on the rugby field.

He was a fine player
for Taranaki from 1922-23,
strong, active and fast.
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The Reification  of Michael F. Landers 
Trevor M. Landers 

I do not speak of an eponymous uncle, the Eltham farmer-cum-Publican
of the Tavern on the corner 
where we all assembled for his wake and I had raspberry like I did always
in the pub under 15, until Uncle Johnny
bought me the weakest shandy in bartending history that very day.  
No, I have so much to say about him, before and after
but not today----my wairua is in Ireland, iniānei.   
I speak of Michael F. Landers 
No.1 on his back,  fullback for the Republic of Ireland, 1905
pitted against Gallaher’s Originals, the last line of defence at the old undeveloped Lansdowne 
Road, the All Blacks fêted at Dublin Train Station by an appreciative throng, a homecoming for 
Donegal Dave, the All Black skipper (until injured)
On the Thursday before the big match both sides went to the Theatre 
sitting alternatively so they could better mix.
I wonder what M.F. said, and in what enchanting lilting brogue he said it. 
The sold out Test was played on Saturday, 25 November 1905, 12,000 that turned up in chilly 
conditions, roared with delight. Landers ‘tackled the marauding New Zealanders gamely’ and 
Ireland dominated the first half hour: ‘Landers made a piercing run before be scythed down my 
Wallace 5 yards short’ but the Antipodean broke the deadlock, the dam burst, three tries to nil,  
15-0, defeated, the Irish assembled to salute their vanquishers, magnanimously. 
I can imagine Michael, full of equanimity and sportsmanship 
greeting the Taranaki boys: Jimmie O’Sullivan (a distant relation), Frank Glasgow, and Billie 
Glenn (Waimate’s finest) forwards, and the backs:  
the glory boys: Simon Mynott and Jimmy Hunter 
the relation, no doubt in a grubby emerald green, 
not realising one day another Taranaki son might sing his praises
He had another crack days later for Munster; a game the All Blacks tried to cancel  to hurry to 
50,000 fans at Crystal Palace v England. The Munster custodian was steamrolled once again. 
New Zealand 33 Munster 0, however ‘but for tigerish tackling by the Munster fullback, Landers, 
the score could have been an avalanche’ a news report said.  I wonder what happened to his 
jerseys, three seasons for Ireland, seven for Munster
I bet they are impregnated with the soil of Thormond Park and Lansdowne Rd the liniment 
and embrocations of the ‘plucky New Zealanders’, maybe a bit of spilt claret---chevrons of con-
testation—his maybe, perhaps an opponents 
What would he think, 116 years after his début, baptism of fire, reading this? How I wish I was 
in the crowd that day, barracking vehemently for both teams. Sure, the craïc would be grand, 
the hospitality peerless, 
and there was a famous game of rugby too.
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Waiting
Kit Willet 

The maunga became flame one day 
back in 2016 when, as a young 
uni student, I saw her waiting 

in a gallery—or some kind of gift
shop—
in New Plymouth. A tag revealed a name—

Lester Earl—and I marvelled 
at the image: roses and magentas 
spread delicately like an aura, 

and the mist gathered like a dressing
gown. 

The sky was marbled—and, outside, my
sky 

looked the same. I saw the ground 
start to burn; the paddock warmed 
and laughed, and rolled in the heat. 

The maunga emerged from the cloud, 
and I thought I saw powdered snow.

But now she is waiting 
no longer. Soon after this, 

I found her resting. 

And, now and then, I think of Lester
Earl, 

and I shiver at the awesome power of
Taranaki.
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Tongapōrutu to Taranaki
Piet Nieuwland

on this river road
the narrow gorge Awakino winds

through a dissected peneplain of ocean floors
the peaks and ridges of long forgotten mountains

fossilised icthyosaurs, pteradactyl and pollens
buried in layers of papa mudstones and gravel

a corridor of memory

through maps that are names of the places
on the coast between Kawhia and Urenui

an alizarin red wind melts out
from the crushing heat of low cloud

a Kahawai thrashes on a filament stretched
sea trout splashing on a magnetite shore

lifted and riding the magenta breakers
fluorescent bodies laugh like seals

foam laced with Pohutukawa blossom
on a beach as ink as night

that colour of andestitc Taranaki sand

I scratch a slogan into a soft rocky bank
‘asymmetric fractals rule ok’

where stranded bones of Waitaanga matai
litter the river mouth

hammered grey water bending speeding
along a parabolic dune curve

the echoes of youth sweep past
Tongapōrutu hydrangeas calla lilies and gull

primal landscapes of hidden valley flats and farms
the Ahititi roadslips and razor backed ridges

ages and generations of ancestries of meaning

then Tasman gales shake down
gripping flaxen nikau bluffs wind-shorn beech

orogenic episodes exposed in cliffs
that thunder with surf forced into fissures

a hot rain arrives into a karaka summer
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to Taranaki maunga, undulating volcanic ring plain, the ocean 
the mountain both hidden in contours of severe convective cloud for days, 

along that black coastal road through towns resonating with memory:
 past Lucys Gully, Parihaka, Te Kiri, where the Smiths processed milk into cheese, where my 

parents met, those huge vats of swirling stirred curd, cool-store of ovoid maturing cheese, the 
steam and water, milk flowing through pipes, 

the clang of stainless and throb of pumps, 
in Te Kiri Dairy Factory, 

the house where my mother learned piano, 
this long rolling rich grassy bovine landscape, 

to Stratford-on- Patea, birthplace of two sisters,
 that small park-like grid square town. 

The Little Farm at Kaupokonui
Trevor M. Landers 

 
The little farm

       finger of love
         crooked around the river

calm a tremulous heart
          simply, on a bed of verdure and rye

 gaze into the high heavens
         rushing cloudscapes us put in our place

               for our inconsequential species.
 

The little farm
        sustains dreams as long as cloud

            as grand as the muses of nature
    the land anyway, the cows

         can be left to historians and archaeologists
                pondering over the pair

                       of discarded gumboots
              turned slimy green by the ravage of time.
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The Passion in the Last Snow of Spring
Marshall Gebbie 

New snow has fallen on yonder hill
lying juxtaposed in contrast, still,

bringing salophen’s eddy of freezing air
siphoning spontaneities sense of care,

paradoxical paradigms laughter in mind
twirling excitement’s contagion, refined,
bewitching as serpentine’s spiral of mist

engaged in delights of this happiness, kissed,
enhancing enchantment’s Springtime flair,
in an auburn glint through her sunlit hair. 

The joy, the joy of this moment in time
makes this wrinkled old smile, exclusively mine.

Taranaki
Sophie D. Collins 

time to take a moment
to appreciate

what surrounds us 
from the beaches
to the rolling hills

and the beautiful weather
located in a remote place 

on the west coast
of the north island

some may complain
but i think it is grand
how great is the land
cause we are blessed

in this region 
we should learn to care 

for our environment
how blessed we are.
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Eltham 4322
Katherine Joyce

 
Eltham, 4322

          population, 2070
Sliced by the Mangawharawhara Stream,

        and the Waingongoro River.
Triangulate, here are my old co-ordinates:

                 39°25′47″S,  174°17′57″E
The fumbling attempts learning to smoke

         behind the grandstand at Taumata Park
Famous for Chau Cheung, (1828–1920),

      founder of the factory system of butter manufacture in the late 1880s
plus the odd All Black

       but neary a writer of verse or stories.
It is a long, long way

    from Stadtpark Lichtenberg to that faraway hometown.
  

Even on Sunday Mornings
Carl Nixon

Even on Sundays 
my father got up 
obscenely early, 

put his clothes on
 in the blueblack cold,

then with cracked hands 
that ached from milking
he would make his way

down to the herringbone
in weather made for

rusty nails and alkathene
& banked fires of boxthorn. 
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The documentary about the Chernobyl Disaster
Tadeusz Ladowniki

Perched on a rig
in the middle of the sea

Ōpunakē twinkling in the distance
the faint outline of Mt. Taranaki

Once a thriving apartment bloc
is bathed in the washed out sepia

of radiation, fallout and disaster 
buildings abandoned since April 1986.

‘The liquidators’ who rushed in
knowing their death was a near certainty

not all heroism lives to wear a shiny medal 
the ‘invisible death’ has no moral scruples.

The crumbling concrete sarcophagus 
the sweet, melodic beeping of docimeters
approaching ground zero: the explosion 

the multinational arch of crisis containment

The accidental hope of re-wilding 
from wretchedness and disaster

an extraordinary return to the wild 
another lesson mother earth teaches us

That night the Soviet Union came calling
with deadly stealth the shape of coffins. 
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Old Taranaki cemetery at dawn
Janet Hunt 

Men & women born across distant seas
lie here, far from Home;

young, old & all-between,
once mourned but now so long gone,

that those who vowed to remember forever
— are themselves forgot

Concrete makes stiff bedclothes
but was all townsfolk had:
see where they boxed it,

sans reinforcing
the better to clasp
— loved ones tight

Time has the last word:
coffins & contents decay;

earth shrinks & sinks; slabs crack; holes gape,
headstones tilt & fall,

while even names, like failed promises,
— yield to moss and lichen

And yet, and yet,
there’s life: oh,

nothing ghostly but a colony
of brown & black

rabbits that have found new digs;
they thrive in ready-made dens

femur, hip or skull no more a check
— than a tree root

As dog and I approach
in early day

a buck thumps a warning spray of dew
& his grazing tribe scatters

down concrete portals
— into the warm, bony dark
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Psychoanalysis (NP)
Trevor M. Landers 

I till the field and turn the worm of grey soil
that skirts between the sepia clods and proud furrows. 

The sun’s no friend, its yellow face of mock surprise
makes slaters scatter through the broken chocolate loam.

A spreading rhizome’s hazel roots give way and snap
as dogged claws carve oxblood lines through naked turf.

At times I hit a fossil bone, amber bead or arrowhead 
and rushing in there comes a guy in navy jeans.

With ash blonde hair, wielding a notepad, sieve and trowel.
He dusts the bone and sees a crack shine linen white. 

Pokes the soil to find its fractured, yellowed kin staring back 
The sun now hides in slate grey skies that hint at rain. 

An ivory pen bleeds indigo, he nods and says ‘Next week.’
For years he tilled his sepia fields, but never planted seed.

Gentle flows the Urenui River
Trevor M Landers

I could not possibly comment;
the river coiling under a precipice
all serpentine and languorous
with one grand lascivious gesture
of drawing us in, washing us out
nature coming into her own again
leaving us awestruck in her currents
lolling on the banks of her black sands
like a couple of newly weds
oblvious of, or unruffled by 
the peering eyes from chalets and caravans. 
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Ovulation
Claudia Rizzoni

I’m literally aching,  
I can’t get over how slicken by evolution
the human body can be  
I don’t ever track my cycle 
It’s so obvious when I am ovulating. 
If the moisture isn’t enough
the scent is unmistakeable
I never imagined myself
primed for reproduction
quite so obviously.
I reckon I could
listen to a podcast
and be aroused 
just from the 
voices alone
my body:
a receptacle
dildo and fingers
just will not do—
We really are animals
I am ovulating
the feelings, ripe with intensity
undeniable. 
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Lunchtime by an Ebullient Sea  
Trevor M. Landers 
For Ross Patel and Tori Shaffett

   The burnt russet leaves of autumn 
           senescence of winter 
            give way to effervescent greens of spring. 
    Sea-state in joyous ecstasies
                tumbles the odd surfer 
                   for a crochet hook in time 
                        claimed by oceanic mysteries.              
   The foreshore walkway past Buller St,  crammed with cyclists 
    ---I swear it far less busy last year, October approaching
                     like a shinkansen
   I love the aroma of the sea 
                 the temptation of disappearance and adventure
        a smite more salubrious than Reginald Perrin.  
            Inhale the steadying constancy 
 clouds of invigorating ozone         
   Stranglely today, a visible plume 
                 where the sea comforts the land 
           in a foamy embrace, savouring their messy love, 
her erosion— his insistent advances, their clockwork trysts
       the relentlessness of advances & retreats
            seductions and sprays. 
   Despite the yoke of winter, the buoyancy of spring 
                                     stills the sea talks ebulliently 
                    I hear your enraptured cries, Tangaroa 
                                          Go easy on Papatūānuku, 
there are people in cars treading on her korowai; 
                              whilst the 2pm RNZ news bulletin 
           forgets to mention the state of the planet 
                 everyone transfixed by pandemania 
   & the shadow-puppet politics 
                    distraction--deflect, disavow, dissimulate.  
   Ah, another surfers is off  crashing into a briny coffin, smiling though
          sprig of schadenfreude, sip of solidarity.   
   Meanwhile an unrepentant bogan in a beat-up Impreza 
          sits vaping away oblivious to the fact
 he has blocked me in by a pohutukawa
   The crux of the issue today, clearly, capture. 
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Shorter Than a Short Story
Jacqueline Högler 

Sitting in a park, on a bench,
Sitting on a park bench, near the Eiffel Tower.
A child’s playground shines brightly painted
Gleaming primaries, red, green, yellow, blue.
What comes after?

A small boy climbs
The multi-coloured monkey bars.
He jumps down barefoot into the sand
Then climbs up again and jumps again
And repeats his play over and over.

A small girl red ribbon and skirt, blue sweater,
Sits upon a tetter-totter
That is balanced on a bright blue spring.
Solo on this plaything made for two,
She sits and bounces
Squeaking out a rhythm
Not unlike that of an old saggy bed.

Undoubtedly, somewhere in her future
Something similar shall be heard
as she lies with another
Pumping in the same fashion.

Her straight dark hair is blunt cut
Leaving flat short bangs nipped high
Over arcuate eyebrows that delicately frame
Classically large black almond-shaped eyes
That do not notice me.

Her small white leather sandals buckle
Around tiny pale ankles.
The soft barefoot skin held within
Must feel the sand slip between the toes
Though I am certain she is
Unaware of this also.

As she watches the boy land in the sand, her attention diverted,
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She races over to the monkey-bars
Pushing aside the small boy
She climbs.

Her young limbs stretch as she hoists her little body up
Rung by rung swinging it to the top.
Once there, the summit of the bars,
She does not rest
But instantly grasps for and clings to
A thin red metal pole
Flinging her slight legs about it
To a tangled embrace
It becomes the core of her lithe body
As she slides down exuding bountiful energy
Youth at play.

Mother calls and so beckoned
She dutifully responds
A half-skip running step, rushing over
Her red ribbon straightened, sweater buttoned,
And the skirt dusted off.
A large hand clutches a smaller one
Impelling it home.

A short time passes and another girl takes her place.
Repeating the same games, the same frolicking, the same routine.
Not even so different in her attire,
Simply rearrange the colours of the bow, skirt, and sweater.
The same play, climbing, jumping and creaking out the same sounds
And again the rhythmic refrain like a constant soft groan.

It makes me smile, this brief encore of quiet turbulence
Heard distinctly amidst various sounds that fade vaguely
Into the playground...

A wincing smile, for recounted before me
In living sound and colour blatantly slapping the senses
Shorter than a short story
A replay of life’s most poignant feature
Its constant repetition
Life. So cyclical. I contain myself,
Explode within.
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Without, I light another cigarette.
I wear no ribbon in my hair, anymore.
I stroll home along the riverbank and try to remember
The last time a bed squeaked underneath me.
Funny, I cannot remember

It couldn’t have been all that long ago,
Yet, I cannot remember.
But then time’s been going so quickly these days.

Approaching Gully Farm, No.2 
Trevor M Landers 
From the Mōhakatino series, for Deb and Pete

We take the turning 
just before the Mohakatino River
passes in a chicane out into the wild Tasman
baches clumped like limpets around a rock 
at the top of the valley road
clinging to the earth gamely. 

We pass the turquoise embassy 
with its great trees of moss
three flashing kingfishers
observe the pilgrim’s progress 
high in the canopy of kahikatea
unblinking, we are allowed to pass. 

The river itself, silent and unbowed 
dark with silt and silenced voices, shy keeper of secrets 
it wends and winds to the heart of the matter 
long after we go, it shall remain stoic and muddy
hopefully, more fish and bird life abounding. 

Deeper in, the tar-seal track might have 
been especially laid for us, a tranquil byway, 
the little lane engenders a smile, 
at a country oasis, by graduations, 
we are unwound, de-cluttered of the city 
the barometric presume plummeting. 
In this asylum, decompression & dutiful disrobements 
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& a shower to rave about, ample enough to share 
outside the geese assemble by the river,
stalking a rooster; sheep dogs whine for supper
the mandarin moon is a crooner in a jazz club 
Billie Holiday, husky voice; ‘Strange Fruit’ scratches the needle.
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Benediction for the House on Clifford St, Eltham
Trevor M. Landers 

 
At the time,
    you might as well have thrusted a dagger
          through her sweet-hearted childhood
             when you took your wife’s life, desecrating memories with each
             sickening plunge to the solar plexus with your old Butcher’s Knife.
           Ginger-breaded nostalgia, and child-spectacled vivacity 
           spattered with someone’s strange blood. 
News of the homicide came abruptly, she read about it breathlessly
            in the Daily News, over toast and vat milk-drowned weetbix
     the report spoke of ‘significant blood spatter’ and ‘multiple stab wounds’ at  the house where 
Pat, Margaret and Peter all played
                   during the uncertainties of war and the days after
                              throngs of fond childhood remembrances.
                    Beloved father, the kindly apiarist
                 --literally give you the shirt off this back--
                      [I never knew Grandad Joyce] :: how she adored her father
          & this cut-throat executioner attempted to blight ambrosial memories, reveries of a happy 
home in simpler times
                     Mum, try not to let it bother you
                     It is not your home now, it is merely a house
                     the home where you lived happily, be now a house. I do understand. 
             there would a trial, the culprit would be found
                              guilty
                                     of
                                        murder
           stabbing his de-facto wife to death, but for several weeks
                                                 you, the assailant
                      rained blows on my mother’s childhood, the happy home,
                                                      converted to an abbattoir
                      line with Police tape and the full glare of scandal,
                                 you were never charged for this: 
                                until          now.
Let the benediction of words cleanse that space 
               Though gone to your maker, Mum
        We Buddhists believe in karma and rebirth  
           We hope he turned his life around
              and this mantra provide comfort to all assembled with you:
                       Tayatha om bekhadze bekhadze maha bekhadze
                       bekhadze randzaya samugate söha.
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Taranaki in the Springtime
Barbara Sewell

The countryside is laughing
lit lustrous with a
palette of colours
and everyone notices
its fine appearance.

It has lush green dresses,
the paddocks in spring,
dusted in white 
the brown blouse
sprinkled with yellow
and in the hair
garlands of stars and lights.

The day will run
saying that spring is born,
arm in arm with
the mewling of newborn calves
with a tractor-tray of scents
and the tresses painted with the sun. 

Then there will be a party
adorned with flowers
and cobalt blue nights
the wind that salts the land 
less than mild blows the sea
and the wayfarer that arrives
will take home a smile
to keep on dreaming.

The season of life
is also the season of renewal
filaments of grass
vats of milk and honey
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Waimate Hotel Meat Packs
Trevor M. Landers

When  my father was alive 
The Waimate Hotel,
                              or the New Commercial, 
               would sponsor the meat packs 
                             for the raffles for the Manaia Bowling Club
A couple bucks 
              for a shot at saveloys, chipolatas 
                                                             and some better cuts 
Dad was the thankless green keeper 
                                        when Grass was highs science (apparently).  
The green:  crux of earnest conversation among ‘learned’ Mandarins 
Hotly contested debates                                even vituperative on rare occasion
When whiskey flowed,                          passions inflamed, 
                         and pure effluent passed for knowledge 
In the bar, the everybody-expert 
                                                     presiding over permaculture 
like an Emeritus Professor at the University of Grass
            gave his earnest view but never volunteered himself, mind 
  Ah no, for these COVID times
The comic’s raffle                                  has outdone himself now
Not topside,                              brisket                        or porterhouse
But six virgin toilet rolls, 
                                      perfectly wrapped

         the sprig of parsley on top
                    A stroke of pure genius. 

Six pure, unsoiled Virgin Toilet Rolls                           © Trevor M Landers 
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Mount Taranaki 
Basim Furat 
Edited by Mark Pirie

Translated from the Arabic by Soheil Najm 

I stand in front of the sea,
An orphan;
Every moment
He is hurling at my face his yelling and darkness.
Blood has coagulated on my feet
And greenness emanates with eternity.
I stand in front of the sea,
An orphan.
The days are falling 
And many seasons are wandering 
In my body.
On my forehead,
The wool farms are boasting 
And the birds are sheltering in me.
After every defeat from the waves
Clouds are surrounding my neck
As a necklace of time
And a witness to deserted battles.
My rains are outlaws
And my waterfalls are roaring bleedings.
The woods are resting on my palms
And below my navel 
There are things I can never describe
That attract the ibexes.
Whenever the winds besiege me 
I call on my splendor 
To emerge, lofty, on the horizon;
The horizon itself is squatting beneath me.
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Ward of the State
Name Withheld 

Wards of the State
Tyrone and Wiremu

pulled from their pōhara whānau
the indigent poor

unruly boys needing ‘sorting out’. 

first Hettiararchi
the ‘Butcher of Barrett St’

pumped full of useless drugs 
then sent away in a fog

on an aeroplane
to be Wards of the State.

it was then the sodomy and abuse intensified
the medication began again

Campbell Park to Holdsworth
lost cause since 9

they reckoned destined
for psychiatric misadventures

New horrors at Lake Alice
With Dr. ‘Freaky-Leeks’
the thief of boyhoods

with ECT as punishment
making things up
as he went along 

black marks against Psychiatry. 
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The Sri Lankan Psychiatrist 
Name Withheld 

Not so much 
the Hippocratic oath
as the hypocrite
sicker than most
of his patients 
a drug dealer 
pure and simple
cloaked in legitimacy
drugging sufferers
as if he knew what
he was doing. 

David of Hāwera 
Te Tai Kaupokonui 

The oh-so-marbeline form of a man
a fool for appearing unguarded 
with the whānau jewels, a taonga you might say 
appearing naked  in front of a behemoth 
That Leviathan who the all the pundits backed
see how messianic the pose
those aquiline features could stop armies
were it not for the Kalashnikov and other inventions
The carriage of the hip might hold a gaze
but someone already wants to maim him 
I am sharing this psychology
as I would in a museum, or a cathedral
she announces there is baby in intense care at Taranaki Base with Omicron! 
How we hanker after our beauties 
sheepskin slingshot or not, our David
It is Goliath that seeks to pummel by power unbridled
He had all though, the classical nose, the kissable lips
altogether lissome and lithe
but not every elephantine advance emerges victorious
David, we wonder, gives us quenching hope
Give us the oracle, treasures beyond measure.  
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Moccachino in Mōhakatino 
The Paisley Collective 

Here is a poem she says handing me the sachet
‘Moccachino in Mōhakatino’
as lighting flashes, the sonic boom of thunder
unleashing overhead, pooch scurrying for the sanctuary of bed
and a fortifying cuddle to be read.  
Now the rain lashing 
dropping like live shotgun cartridges 
on the corrugated iron roof
a deluge of noise 
while off in the nearby raggedy hills
cowering Merino 
stand silent & bedraggled. 

Sitting with Pauline in Brooklands Park
Virginia Winder

We watch the seasons change, Pauline and I
Dahlias dance to the world in March
Salvia stems, velvet soft, bend violetly towards The Gables
Abutilon skirts, petticoat plump, float
beside Daphne sweet as mother memories
Magnolias, starry lovers, cerise cups, spill petals
on the winter lawn, bleak edges browning
until hope arrives in Daffodils 
crisp and crinkle cut, yellow white;
an annual parade of colours
Pauline’s memory kept alive
through nature’s artistic flair. 
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The Poet at Welbourn
Trevor M. Landers 

The poet
reserves the right to stammer
to lose their place
to bungle delivery
even in front of the youngest audience
at Welbourn School
They assert their literary rights
to speak at length but to never make sense
If they cannot give unambiguous instructions
this is the hallmark
of the poet under pressure
sometimes they do not understand what they say
and cannot comprehend why they say it 
proverbs may totally bamboozle
apophthegms send them into a muddle. 
aphorism make them dizzy
they cannot recognize textual absurdness 
nor conjure ekphrastic joys from paintings
they may temporarily forget their own names
or what they ate for lunch 
but they will rejoice in words
obscure and ordinary 
they will bathe in adverbs and adjectives
slide around on syllogisms
delight in collective nouns 
but browse the volumes 
paw the anthologies
thumb their pages with care
a poet
is just like you. 
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Fake News
Christopher Cooper

The media targets people’s emotions 
not by telling the truth 
but by telling silly stories 
and because its emotions that are targeted, 
people think that whoever the news 
is talking about is stupid 
and they stay on that emotion 
even if someone shows them the truth 
because logic has been blocked. 
The news are telling fake news. 
It’s not current events anymore.
 Its drama, lies and put downs. 
Same on the radio 
and in the paper. 
All negative news that puts people 
on an underlying negative emotion. 
Not easy to see when you are blocked by emotion 
but easy to see from the standpoint of logic. 
Logic takes longer to think about n process. 
Emotions seem to instantly affect us.
Fake news! 
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Standing and Falling
Jacqueline Högler

Life’s pageant  all goes by too quickly 
and in a naive thought 
attempting to catch 
a solid moment to hold 
a grand plan:
A swim (for example). 

The most alluring frothy, salty, cold, 
and violent waters 
of the wild west coast 
which juts its nose deep 
and far out into the ocean.

Where powerful waves 
crashingly coax 
one to play 
on the later day noon 
before the full fire moons. 
 
It’s low tide 
and smiling 
and the sea wants you 
to walk far 
into its clutches. 

that sea relinquishes all pretence of gentleness  
one must stand strong; 
solid feet in sand 
to not be thrown over 
by its playful beckoning 

Steel to greet the water, face to face, 
leap high wearing chest armour, 
view the next rogue wave.
waves, mesmerising 
coming in slow motion, 
like a giant crushing all your bones to sand

Such was that afternoon 
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on the black volcanic sands 
of Back Beach, where limestone cliffs meet the sea
& sacred Paritūtū  silently watches all 
and everyone 
stand and falls.

Taranaki Seasonal
Katherine Joyce 

I saw you in a glassy winter,
and thought of tree branches feathered by starlight.
A hearth where the more honest parts of myself unfolded
I was bare-assed, warmed upon, welcomed.

I saw you in a jovial spring,
and thought of long drives in the countryside in the rain. 
Ice cream melting from our chins 
salty kissing by the sea shore.

I saw you in a scorching summer,
uncovering ancient childhood treasures in the woods. 
A secret lake somewhere, the sky’s reflection in promise. 
Long, sticky nights with you upon my breasts. 

I saw you in a waterlogged autumn,
and thought of scarfs and cafes, city streets and sunsets where we 
watched each other’s breath escape. The world slowing down around us 
from your window, the splendid days lost in your loins. 

Love in the Countryside
Claudia Rizzoni

Back in the countryside,
for the university holidays
seeing far, real darkness, without street lights,
blurring the stars away.
Less people,
more animals,
feeling the wind & the grass underneath my shoes. 
It feels more like home,
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than the city,
The feeling of home, I still can’t distinguish,
what it is exactly but it makes me feel happy.
I would be even more happy,
If you, my love, would be there,
just your presence, hiding out in a haybarn
or a stolen kiss in the implement shed
gives a warm golden edge toeverything I do.
Those memories of a golden summer
being happy, in a happy place, 
that’s what I want:
Love in the countryside with you. 

Tarata Domain 
Trevor M. Landers 

 
Excitable, we fly through
              the remnants of the oldtown
               past the venerable town hall
              spruced up for some
district centennial, & the odd wedding bash, no doubt
 
The domain does not configure past imaginings: nostalgia is a feckless state
         a colonnade of trees felled
             & I swear the trees were taller
        the last visit sum of twenty years ago
 
The Waitara River, serpentine still and silent
          a pool of muddy brown benedictions, cheeky piwakawaka follows

                   our leaden footings
          scattering oak and magnolia leaves.
   the river encirlement complete the whānau heads for home
            squelch of recent rain underfoot.
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Tarata Community Noticeboard
Trevor M. Landers 

Dreaded sunnier day
one for tombs and sepulchres 

but we glide past Kaimata 
a chariot of egregious ghosts

winding & wending
along the uncommonly green 

paddocks of Tarata
past muddy quad bikes & 

dilatory cattle preparing fresh cud.
In Lockdown, Level 3 

not even a tersely worded 
“be safe” placard 

on the community noticeboard
it is bare, speechless, struck dumb

the damning silence of white 
space unfilled by exemplary texts

we contemplate adding one line from 
Tuwhare and a phalanx of poets,  
the town, thirsting for an oasis 
poetry whetting the whistle. 

The Noticeboard from Motukawa Rd                                                 © Trevor M. Landers, (2021)
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Taranaki poroporoaki: winter morning
Janet Hunt 

In late afternoon we walk the farm:
     he shows bush earmarked to clear.

These scrubby acres till now escaped
because a stream in flowing spreads & narrows
to pulpy bog, to dark, supple-jack-animal-trapping holes.

Until today, reclaim cost has been
too high.

Later, I return alone, after frost.
The land warms in the sun.
I’m above the great circle of Taranaki’s plain:
New Plymouth and the Tasman are a distant gleam
Motonui steams on the coast;
hills on hills, hedges and trees
     roll north.

Behind me, the maunga
   Taranaki–Egmont : Egmont–Taranaki
    ridges are sharp blue scars.

It has always been
needing no name.

The area to be cleared is a triangle:
mountain bush | electric fence | back river
where tuna and koura are rare these days
its waters tumble amber-clear, fresh from snow
numb the flesh
expel the breath.

This bush is regrowth of maybe 50 years
mixed ponga | rimu | kamahi | orchids | kiekie
& giant stumps from the first time.
In open space rush and sedge | starry mountain plants
     make mounds
rotting wood grows moss & polished orange berries.
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Tiny ferns like fortune-tellers hold
water globes
but only foretell
this moment.

There are trails of countless feet
in the running night:
rabbits | possums | weasels | cats:

A startled bull plunges through
mud to the trees.
I cross where the stream runs slow
and see
yesterday’s footprints
frozen in the earth.

Riroriro sings & his voice defines
   the silence of land
       the softness of wind.
   Piwaiwaka flashes his tail.

The grasses are coming.
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Poetry in Te reo Māori 

Whakapapa o ngā aroha ngaro
Trevor M. Landers

                                                  Kei roto i te timatatanga:
                                                Ko Kataraina i tuatahi
                                     Ko Sienna i te wahine matauaua
                                           Ko Valerie i te Kaitakahurihuri
                                           Ko Mariana i te wahine mahi rata 
                                               Ko Emily i te ipo
                                           Ko Joanna i te tumu kōrero pūkākā 
                                            Ko Améline i te tauira kiri kau 
                                            Ko Elodie i te moepuki i roto o Wīwī
                                            Ko Sneha i te pirinihehe o Īnia
                                          Ko Mykola i te rare o Whinirana
                                            Ko Terje i te haumātakataka o Whinirana 
                                           Ko Nadia i te takuta i ngākau titikaha o Romēnia
                                             Ko Cornelia i te kaihāereere nō Timisoara 
                                             Ko Ani i te kaipūrongorongo ahurei 
                                             Ko Joy i te rōia kawa 
                                            Te Whakapapa o aroha ngaro 

Te Whakapapa o aroha whakamātao
Te Whakapapa o aroha wareware
Te Whakapapa o aroha pōkīkī 
Te Whakapapa o aroha mīharo!
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Te Awa o Kaupokonui
Trevor M. Landers 

Ko Taranaki mātou
Ka rite ki te kakano i te awa

ki raro i nga tahataha o te maunga
me te mutunga kotahi

he haerenga ohorere
nā roto i nga tere tere i roto i nga puna hohonu

Aue Kaupokonui!
Kei te pirangi āhau ki te whakarongo ki a koe!

Haere atu, e te awa hurihuri.
E Kaupokonui, ka pirangi āhau ki te whakarongo atu ki a koe.

I te waipuke o te takurua
I te wahangu o te raumati

Awa o te Hauāuru!
E hia nga tau kua pahemo,

He aha te hari me te tangi o ngā haora, mai i tērā wā
I pania e ahau te kowhatu angiangi maenēne i ō tahatikā

Rere koe i roto i ōku toto
Ka noho koe i roto i āku moemoeā

Nau i hanga tōku whakaaro
Tō akoranga mutunga kore

Awa! I roto i te puku hau
Mā ngā patiki ka raranga koe

Haere tonu, anō he koromamao o te ora
kōinei te akoranga e whakaakona ana e koe ki a mātou. 

Kua mōhio āhau ki ngā awa
Kua hohonu tōku wairua pēnei i tēnei awa.
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Song/Waiata/Prayers/Karakia

Karakia I 
Taranaki (traditional)

Whiria matua te kahi I runga
Whiria matua te kaha I raro

Whiria te kaha uta
Whiria te kaha tai

Whiria kia ū, whiria kia mou
Whakamoua, mou ki te uru o te rangi

Tēnei te ruruku ka ū, ka tāmoua ki tēnei tauira,
hei ruruku ki tēnei mātua iwi e Hai.

Karakia II 
(traditonal)

Ngaere, ngaere te whakatupua
Ngaere, ngaere te whakatawhito

Ko koe kei te whakangaere mai e koe
Te taru i Hawaiki Tikitiki

Ko Maru-ahua te papa i Kuratau 

Karakia III 
(traditional)

Ka rere manu ki uta
ka rere manu ki tai

ka kī waiora ee
ka tutu āwhiowhio i nuku
ka tutu āwhiowhio I rangi

ka ruku, ka puea, ka taupua
Kei mata nuku
Kei mata rangi

Kei te uru o Hawaiki nui e tau ana
Tēnei te ara o Tokomaru

Te waka a Manaia, ka ū ki uta, ka ū ki tai
Ka ekea e Tama rākeiora

Maraerotuhia te whare, Kei Mohakatino
Ka rongo Rangihawe, tikina, tangohia mai
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Hei houhanga i te Kāhui Rongo, ko rongo, ko pū, ko rongo ko hana, ko runga i piere
Ko Rongo i hākere, koia ko Tokomaru, e tau nei

Toki tē pia, toki tē tangatanga i te rā
Kei te uru o Hawaiki nui e tau ana. 

Karakia
Te Ātiawa (traditional) 

Tamarau nō Runga i te Rangi heke iho ki raro ki te whakamarimari
Tē tari ai ki te hurahanga o te tāpora o Rongoueroa

Tāku kuia e ! Tāku kuia e! 
Te ara o tāku tūpuna o tohia ai au
Ko Te Ātiawa nō Runga i te Rangi

Ko te toki tē tangatanga i te rā
Taringa mangō, ko tō kete ngē Ue ha! Ue ha! Ue ha! 

Karakia-a-Turi
(traditional)

Ngaere, ngaere te whakatupua
Ngaere, ngaere te whakatawhito

Ko koe kei te whakangaere mai e koe
Te taru i Hawaiki Tikitiki

Ko Maru-ahua te papa i Kuratau

Karakia-a-Māra 
(traditional)

Ka tangi te kawekaweā
Waiho ki a tangi āna

Ka tangi te wharauroa
Waiho kia tangi āna

E tatari atu ana
kia aroaro mahana

ka taka mai te āhuru, koia 
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He Karakiatanga Kōrero I 
Traditional 

Ruruku re rangi
Tēnei te rangi ka ū ka mou

Ki te ruruki i rukutua ai
Ko Ranginui e tū nei

Tēnei te ruruku ka ū ka mou
Ko te ruruku e tēnei whenua
I rukutai kutikuti pekapeka
Ko Papatūānuku e takoti nei

Tēnei te ruruku kā u kā tamoua ki ngā tauira
He ruruku ki tēnei matua iwi e hai! 

He Karakiatanga Korero II 
Traditional

Manawa tina, manawa tina 
manawa toka, manawa toka

Tēnei hoki tō manawa ka tina
Tēnei hoki tō manawa ka toka

Tēna hoki tō manawa ka poutaikitia
Tina noho tō manawa

He manawa ora! 
He ora! 

He Kupu kōrero, he whakawai
Traditional

I meingatia, ko ngā punawai i roto i te whārua, kua oti te uhi, 
he tāngata kē māna e hura. Ko ngā punawai I keria I runga I te maunga tītōhea, 

kua oti te keri e pupū mai ana hei inu mā ngā manu o te rangi
Kia mimiti, e kore e mimiti ahakoa tukia e te poaka, 

he manawa whenua ka pupū mō ake tonu atu. 
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He Kupu kōrer0, he whakawai anō
Traditional 

He pāhehetanga waewae,
 tupu mai te poroporo

Kia manawanui e te iwi, he ika i hoe ai to moana, 
he pakanga i hoe ai te tuawhenua

Ki te whakairia te kanga ki runga ki te whata ka kainga e te huhu
Me tango iho me tou ki te whenua, 

kia pirau te kōpora, 
ka tupu ka whai hua he rau he mano

He Karakiatanga korero
Aotea, traditional 

Ko Rangi turuturua
Ko Rangi tāmaua

E tū Rangi e take waiho
Ko te pou o te whakatina
Ko te pou o te whakatoka
Ko te pou o te parapara
Ko te tēnei matua iwi

Ko te pou o Ranginui e tū nei. 

He Karakiatanga korero
Taranaki, traditional

Ka tiu he toroa a uta 
Ka hoka he toroa a tai 
Mari ripiripi o te ranga

Te ana kohahoha i te rangi
Te Rangi pununui, te rangi puroroa, te rangi hauroa

Hauora ki tupua, hauora ki tawhito, hauira ki tō tātou
maunga e tū mai nei….ka hau ora! 

He Kupu kōrero, he whakawai
Taranaki, traditional 

Ka tohe au, ka tohe au, ka tohe au ki Taranaki
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ki taku kara kā I whakaura i te motu
e tū nei, e tū nei

Tiki kia kūtia,  hau! hau! Kia werahia hau! hau! 
Kia rere atu te hoariri ki tawhiti titiro mai ai, ae! ae !

Hāmene tēnei, kūtia hī tēnei, kotia,
ki te tohe mai koe, he asha te kai mā te niho kehokeho

He keho anō, tū ana te kehokeho, ngaua ki hō niho, hau!
he mamae poto, hautua te rā, waikura tihe! 

Karakia hahi katorika
Traditional 

E tō mātou Matua i te rangi
Kia tapu tōu Ingoa

Kia tae mai tōu rangatiratanga.
Kia meatia tau e pai ai
ki runga ki te whenua,

kia rite anō ki to te rangi.
Homai ki a matōu inaiānei

he taro ma mātou mō tēnei rā.
Murua o mātou hara

Me mātou hoki e muru nei
i o te hunga e hara ana ki a mātou.

Aua hoki mātou e kawea kia whakawaia   
Engari whakaorangia mātou, i te kino

Nou hoki te rangatiratanga,
te kaha, me te korōria,

Ake, ake, ake.
Amine.
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Short Stories in English 

Foggy Memory
Sam Landers 

The year was 2015. It was a gloomy, grey February afternoon at my residen-
ce on the outskirts of Northeast London. 126 Park Street, to be exact. At this time 
of year, this kind of dull weather was just what meteorologists expected. Rain 
trickling down the window, drop by drop, blurring the view, as the clouds see-
med to encompass all the buildings around. The brusque wind brushed through 
the branches of the greenery outside. As I trudged, my 94 year old arthritic legs 
aching,  up the steep attic staircase I went. The attic reminded me of a life well-
lived. It had been even more difficult living on my own these past 18 months. As 
frail as I am, my wooden walking stick and I seem to manage just fine. Being a 
Sunday afternoon with nothing much else going on, I had decided to go up there 
to do some long overdue tidying up. During the process of cleaning and clearing, 
I noticed ‘them’ out of the corner of my eye. Just like they were over 70 years ago. 
They brought back so many memories, good and bad. Tears came to my eyes. My 
brown aviation goggles.

*** 
It was a beautiful July morning. The year was 1940. As I gazed over the 

rolling English countryside, as much as I hoped it was fog rising, in all honesty, 
it was smoke after the latest German Blitz attack. It felt so different within the 
Spitfire, sitting on the runway awaiting take-off, looking at the debris scattered 
all around. It felt safer than anywhere else and a handful for the Messerschmidt 
109s. Although, I’ll never forget that strong metallic smell that hit me as hard as 
shrapnel from a bomb blast every time I stepped into the cockpit. If gadgets and 
dials had a smell, then that was certainly it. After routinely putting on my aviation 
goggles, and awaiting clearance, we were setting off on a day that was now beco-
ming, what was classed as, normal but was anything but.. However, each day was 
still no better than the last.

Everything seemed so different up there. Only 4000ft off the ground, but a 
world away. As our brigade headed over the English Channel on route to sortie to-
wards German positions in France. We would be escorting Lancaster bombers. We 
knew this wouldn’t be the only ‘run’ we would have to do that day. Despite knowing 
that what we were doing had to be done for the better of the British people,, the 
mixed feelings I had, never left. The feeling of causing such utter devastation and 
grief to so many down below. The majority, just by-standers and spectators of a 
horrific war all around them. Innocent citizens of Hitler’s Nazi-ruled Germany. As 
each of our bombers’ bombs fell through the clouds, not knowing exactly where it 
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landed, definitely was some consolation of the job. Hitting military and industrial 
targets would thwart Hitler’s plan for European domination. Heading back over 
the Channel towards the airbase, my thoughts were already on the next  job ahead. 

The afternoon mission  that would be taking place would be just as risky. 
Another thought crossed my mind. Just how long was this war going to last? Days 
turned into weeks. Weeks turned into months. Months turned into years. The same 
routine of four days on, four days off. Always wearing those aviation goggles. By 
now, it was April 1945, and we could tell massive progress was being made in Eu-
rope. Our number of sorties were steadily decreasing as the Luftwaffe was ravage. 
The new jet engine Messerschmidt 262 was still a real threat to us. The signs ahead 
were looking the best they had done since D-Day, 6 June 1944.  It was the first time 
we dare think it might all finally end.   A couple of weeks passed, the date now, May 
8th 1945. As I made my way over to inspect my Spitfire, I found it gleaming, armed 
with bomb and ready for aerial combat.  Then the news we had all waited to hear 
was announced over the radio. The news I had waited for, England had waited for, 
and what Europe and the rest of the world had waited for. Made public by Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill over the wireless. The war against Germany was over!! 
As I walked across the tarmac, my brown aviation goggles were the only thing I 
was holding. I looked at them, tears rolling down my cheek one by one, and kissed 
them proudly. Collapsing on the ground with joy, it was great to know that we had 
done it. Good men and woman fallen, but the supreme sacrifice had been paid.  We 
had finally made it to the light, of what seemed like a tunnel of eternal darkness. 
The goggles, now filled with memories attached to both the worst of times, and the 
best of times. 

***
As I carried on with the cleaning up of the attic, my mind kept taking me 

back to those brown aviation goggles and the  memories they evoked, the sto-
ries they illustrated. Fighting fire with fire is not always the answer. That despite 
everything, there is always a light at the end of the tunnel, even if the route you 
take is longer than you think. It was starting to get late now, so I climbed back 
down the staircase, and slumped into the lounge chair where I slept till morning. 
When I awoke, crumpled in my favourite armchair, I looked outside and cried, as 
I wondered what a coincidence it was. I gazed out my window, out across the city 
of London, to see that this time, all around, was fog.   
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Te Taupānga/The App
Vaughan Rapatahana

“C’mon Mum, give me a turn. I will be careful”.
Andros was once more imploring his mother, to be allowed to have a go 

at The App.
“Everyone else has had one”.

Pani continued to shake her head. “No, son. I hear it can be dangerous. 
Polly tells me that Jake and the boys have changed since they played it”.

“How come?” replied Andros rather derisively. “I saw them yesterday - 
they seemed pretty good to me…”.

“You aren’t living with them, son”. 
“Aw, c’mon Mum, I’ll be careful”.
“Maybe later. Not now. I have to ring your Nan. Anyway, stop bloody nag-

ging me and go outside and chop some firewood. It’ll be winter soon enough”.

Andros trudged unhappily outside to the ramshackle shed and started 
pulling out bits of firewood that were small enough for him to splinter into even 
smaller pieces. His sister, Nita, later came out to see what he was doing.

“Mum still won’t let me have a go at The App,” Andros said, without any 
prompting from his younger sibling. “It’s not fair. All the other kids ‘round here 
have had a turn. They reckon it’s tumeke”.

Nita shrugged. She was not so keen to have a go. She too had heard some 
stories about this new application, that worried her tidy mind. She had not ac-
tually witnessed anything yet, but some of her classmates had whispered some 
pretty disturbing things about how their parent seemed different these days. And 
Angie Tibble was going around saying that she hadn’t seen her father for weeks 
now. Mind you, everyone knew Angie’s dad was useless and probably was back 
inside after another drug deal went wrong. She shrugged again. Bit like their own 
father, Ned, who had drowned when out diving for kina a couple of years before. 
He had had too much to drink. And he never listened to his wife, Pani, at the best 
of times anyway. Or so she said. Andros was thinking as he was woodchopping:

 ‘I’m going to grab that phone and have a go if she doesn’t let me have a 
turn. Jesus, I am 13 now, I am not a kid. I do most the work around here anyway’.

Nita must have been reading his mind, because she was saying somet-
hing about, “Just ask Mum again when she is in a better mood. You know she is 
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worried about Nan these days. Give her some peace for a bit”.
Andros put down the axe and wiped the sweat with the back of his hand. 

“Maybe,” was all he said.
A couple of days later, Andros tried his mother again.
“C’mon Mum,” he nagged. “Give us a go”.

Pani put down her cup and stared at her son for a while. He had always 
been a haututū sort of a kid. Never listened. Never did as he was told half the 
time.  Still, the sun was out, and she was a bit more relaxed because her own 
mother was doing OK down at the hospital after a recent bout of illness. Or so 
they said. She continued to stare at her kid. Shit, he was a stunt double for his late 
father, especially when he was so imploring for something or other. Pani reached 
for her phone.

“Listen, son. You can have a go, but only on level one, eh. That’s the visual 
one. And I will be right here just in case you tutū too much. This app is bloody 
dangerous in the wrong hands…” She stopped her instructions when she saw his 
eyes begin to cloud over.

Pani reached for her bag hanging on the kitchen chair beside her. She 
dug deep into the innermost section and came back with the prize catch – the 
near-new mobile phone which she had bought with the remains of the welfare 
pay out for her husband’s tangi. The company had set up quite a good welfare 
scheme, so the koha was pretty good. ‘I deserve it’ had been her thought back 
then, ‘especially after all those years living with that clown’.

“I will set it on level one and grade one only for you. Now you sit down 
here next to me” – she beckoned to the chair nearby – and put on these”. Pani 
passed the headset and visor to her eager son. 

He must have been happy, because as soon as she hit the play button 
Pani saw the big grin straight away. Andros was obviously getting off on the hal-
lucinogenic colours swirling around in the kaleidoscopic montage. She couldn’t 
quite see his eyes, but she knew they would have become wider and wider. The 
App had that transfixing effect on most everyone. Pani sighed again. The things 
people invent. The things people become addicted to. The things that happen to 
them. She gave no real credence to the small-town stories about how The App 
changed people, although she did have to agree that it was a bit funny how Angie 
Tibble’s father had vanished. Plus, she did have a bit of a fright when she had 
explored the software herself. And it was quite coincidental too, that the Rameka 
whānau had sold up their land and gone into the city to live. Very sudden that 
one. They were lucky they could do that – most people around here were on per-
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petual leases and could not sell the land even if they wanted to. Andros grabbed 
her arm. The session was finished.

“Wow, Mum,” was about all he could utter. He had taken off the visor and 
was rubbing his eyes rather vigorously. “Awesome”.

Pani knew what he would say next before he even asked. “Mum, can I try 
level two now?”

“Please,” he pleaded. 
“Not today son. Best to log in on another other day, eh. Tell you what. You 

behave yourself and I will see…”
“Aw, come on Mum. It isn’t going to kill me or anything. Everyone else is 

having a go”.

“Go down to your Auntie’s and buy us some milk,” was his mother’s only 
comment, as she sunk the phone snugly back into the depths of her bag.

Andros slunk out of the house down to the main street of their small 
township, shaking his head all the way. Outside the fish ‘n chips place, one of his 
cousins was sitting on the railing, swinging his feet back and forth like he was in 
a mid-air walking race.

“Howzit?” Andros asked Damien.
No reply. The kid was still swinging his legs quickly back and forth. An-

dros went closer to him and scanned his eyes more closely. Damien didn’t seem 
to be inside his skull right then. Bit of a worry, really.

“Hey, you OK?”

Still no response. Andros shrugged his slim shoulders and went in to buy 
the milk. 

Later, over dinner, he mentioned Damien to his sister, while their mother 
was out back somewhere, probably looking for something in the freezer. Nita 
nodded. 

“Yes, I heard he was acting weird recently”. She shook her head a bit. 
“They reckon he’s been on The App 24/7…”

Andros stopped chewing. “What? It’s only a bit of software, yunno.” He 
paused a little. 

He’s always been a bit of a spinner anyway, eh. Probably stoned on somet-
hing he ripped off from his brother’s stash”. He started eating again.

Nina wasn’t so sure but said nothing.  A few days later it was fair pissing 
down outside. Pani was watching some television, some programme about kai 
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on Māori TV. Nita was doing homework in her bedroom. Andros was bored shit-
less and was never going to do homework. Inevitably, he went in to annoy his 
mother. Pani saw him coming and already was beckoning him to sit down next to 
her. She had the phone and the accessories in her other hand.

 “All right. You’ve been better than usual this week. Another turn for you. 
But level two is your limit”.

She placed the headphones and visor on her son’s head and keyed in the 
code for level two. Aural. She chose the reggae option and watched her son soon 
start mouthing the words; his eyes inevitably as wide as last time, for the colours 
and shapes would have been whirly-gigging around askew and all over the place. 
The App was doing its job; fascinating, enthralling, capturing its client, ensuring 
that they would want to come back for more, seeking more stimuli. Sure enough, 
when the session was terminated due to Pani having imposed a tight time res-
triction, Andros immediately asked if he could ‘have another go?’ before adding 
an imploring ‘please’.

“No, son. Enough for today. You have pretty much experienced what this 
is all about now”. 

Pani was firm and did not want her kids to be too involved with this 
new gimmick sweeping the globe. She knew she didn’t have to worry about 
Nita, as her daughter had shown no interest in the experience, but Andros… 
Pani shook her head at the thought of him tutūing with her mobile and set-
ting The App to its highest levels and all the choices within these levels. She 
knew from her own brief flirtation with level three, that it would be far too 
much for his young mind. Pani kept the thought to herself, but she was also 
now beginning to believe that these supposed weird behaviours rumoured to 
have commenced in the tight community, maybe could all be sourced back to 
this new programme. She had not witnessed anything herself but had recently 
listened to her worried mates when they talked about their own kids and their 
own spouses seeming to have changed their behaviour. For example, Lil’s son, 
Takena, was now chain-smoking when previously he never touched a cigarette. 
And Polly’s husband, normally a teetotaller, had recently taken up drinking a 
fair bit of beer. Might just have been coincidence, yet both these two had never 
previously had these habits. Andros was staring into space, quietly, which was 
a change in itself. It was like he was in some sort of cosmic daydream. 

“You all right son?” Pani had to ask a couple of times. 
“Yeah, Mum. I’m OK. Great sounds. Mighty visuals. Way cool”. Andros 

was still staring out to sea as he muttered his comments of exaltation. “Way cool,” 
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he added, his pupils dilating like water on blotting paper.

Pani thrust her telephone into the deepest regions of her kete. That eve-
ning at dinner, somehow Damien Davis’s name crept into their conversation. 
Nita looked fleetingly at her brother - who was munching away rather absently 
- before she confided that she had heard at school that Damien had been taken 
to hospital because he ‘lost the plot’. 

“He always was a bit of a spinner,” said Andros, re-entering the verbal fray.
“He was always on his phone, yunno,” replied Nita, somewhat castigating. 
Their mealtime developed into a discussion concerning The App, about 

which Nita seemed to know a fair bit, because she ‘had to study it as a school 
project’. She started to talk about where the new sensation had started and why.

“Bloody Asians, eh,” Andros threw in ignorantly.
“No, actually,” responded his sister. “It was developed in Silicon Valley. 

American”.
‘Like so many other things,’ mused Pani to herself.
“So?” said Andros.
“Well, it is more than a game. It’s a programme designed to change things”.
Pani was listening more keenly to her daughter now. Andros was sunk 

back on his chair, twirling his meat around on his fork, absent-mindedly.
Nita went on. “They reckon it’s meant to make us all like them”.
“Who?” said Pani, knowing full well who.
“Americans, I guess. You know, liking lots of money. Guns, hamburgers, 

possessions and stuff like that.” Nita trailed off here, as she did not know too 
much about Americans.

Andros sat up of a sudden. “Bet you it’s not for all Americans. What about 
all the poor ones, like us?’

Pani smiled. Seemed her son had some insights, after all.
“I guess it’s not for everyone”. This time it was Nita who was shrugging 

her shoulders. “All I know it that it is making truckloads of money. And, oh yeah, 
it is supposed to be able to track you or something”.

Their kōrero was broken by the sound of the telephone ringing deep in 
the basement of the bag. Pani retrieved it. Was a wrong number. By the time she 
had put the phone down, Andros had lost interest and was looking in the fridge 
for a drink. Nita was over by the sink, scraping their dishes. Pani hid the phone 
again.  Couple of days later, she arranged to drive down to the small local hospi-
tal to check on her mother. She told the kids to behave when they got back from 
school, and that she wouldn’t be late.

Nita asked if she could go over to see one of her mates and her mum 
said it would be OK, as long as she was back before dark. Andros said nothing 
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but he was smiling inwardly. He had gotten hold of Damien’s mobile phone and 
accessories somehow and now there would be no one at home, so he could tutū 
with them. Damien wouldn’t need them anyway. Apparently, he was in the nut 
job ward.

Sure enough, Andros was straight onto the device, just as soon as he got 
home after detention class that afternoon. He had to play around with it for a 
bit, because he had no real idea how to set up the level matrix, let alone set the 
time. Eventually he had The App up and running on some low visual and aural 
setting, which he soon grew bored with. He played around a bit more and put 
the visor back over his eyes, retaining the headphones all the time. Soon some 
voice came over the phone and then he saw some smooth dude talking to him 
about ‘changing the world’ and ‘economic advantage’ and shit like that. The dude 
was staring right at him and seemed real serious about something. Andros was 
aware that the colours were ebbing and flowing everywhere and soon seemed 
to have entered his brain somehow. Meanwhile the music was getting more and 
more deranged sounding and it too was somehow inside him. Andros got a bit 
frightened by all this and swept off the headphones and plucked the visor off his 
face. He struggled to stand up and he found it difficult to concentrate, because all 
he could think about was all those numbers thrown at him by that dude. Andros 
needed to lie down and take a rest.

Pani found him sound asleep on his bed when she got back home soon 
after. Didn’t look like he had even changed out of his school uniform, let alone 
organised a feed for himself. She left him to slumber and started preparing the 
dinner for that evening. 

Andros was not that far gone though. Before he crashed, he had hid-
den away his schoolmate’s device and paraphernalia. When Nita was dropped 
off outside by her friend’s mother, Andros still hadn’t surfaced. Nita was telling 
her mother about the kōhanga reo having some problems with funding, when he 
slowly walked into their kitchen.

“Hey son,” said Pani. “Tired, eh?”

Andros almost immediately went into some erratic rave about the need 
for everyone in the country to speak English, which was unprompted and odd. 
Nita and her mother looked at one another in surprise. Where had this stuff 
come from, all a sudden? 

“Aren’t you going to ask about how your Nan is?” Pani addressed both her 
kids at once. 

“Sorry Mum, I should have asked,” was Nita’s immediate response.
“She is progressing well”.
“What did you talk about, Mum?” asked Nita.
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“Oh, you know – the usual whānau stuff. And we did touch on the gossip 
about The App and the effects of it. Nan reckons it is making everyone around 
here sick somehow. She told us to pray, eh”. 

Andros was mumbling almost unintelligible statistics about the number 
of speakers of te reo.

“At least they are teaching you something over at that school,” Pani joked. 
“Even if it is bullshit”.

Andros then vanished somewhere. Pani kept peeling potatoes. Nita 
said nothing all, just stood there shaking her head slowly. There was going to 
be a hui up at the marae tomorrow, to discuss how this encroaching addiction 
to The App was affecting the close-knit community. Pani was undecided if she 
wanted to go, Nita was not interested, Andros didn’t seem concerned at all. 
Obviously, however, several others in their community were worried enough to 
have called this meeting.  And Joe Tibble still hadn’t surfaced anywhere. At the 
last minute, Pani did walk up to the marae and took a seat next to Polly Waikiri. 
Someone was talking away up front in the wharenui, while there were about 
twenty-five others sitting listening. Pani turned to Polly and whispered, “Who 
is he?” because she had never seen this guy before.

Polly whispered back, “Some guy from down country somewhere. Appa-
rently, he is some sort of expert on this new software…”.

The man was saying something about the ‘need to get our youth back.’ 
Pani could not quite follow where he was going with this, as he seemed to veer off 
into quoting statistics all the time. And when he started a waiata she had never 
heard previously she grew a bit worried about him. He seemed a bit obsessed, 
actually. When he went to sit down in the front row, Pani asked Polly what she 
thought. Polly was shaking her head. 

“Dunno, eh. Lost track of him soon after he started”.
There were a few others who stood up and spoke, mostly about how one 

or more of their whānau had gone ‘all strange’ before one of the kaumātua asked 
if anyone had any questions. Before anybody could raise their arm to signal that 
yes, they had a question, the visiting speaker was back on his feet and saying so-
mething about koha to support his efforts to travel nationwide and speak about 
The App. No one seemed especially keen to donate funds to him. If anything, 
most in the whare turned away and started to talk among themselves. He stood 
there for a few minutes, looking around the crowd with his rather wide eyes, 
staring at their lack of interest. Then, without a word, he walked over to the side 
door and vanished into the evening somewhere.
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‘Shit, he reminds me of Andros, when he does that vanishing trick’, was 
the immediate thought flashing through Pani’s mind.

Their scattered kōrero went on a bit, over cups of tea and sweet biscuits 
someone had provided. There was a general agreement that The App had impac-
ted just about everyone in the community, but no one had any great masterplan 
about what to do about it. 

“Can’t just stop phones being used,” grunted someone, “need them for 
work”.

“You can uninstall the bloody thing, though,” said another.
“Easy enough to reinstall, though, eh,” the first speaker replied, “damned 

thing is cheap enough to buy. Anyway, these kids know how to bootleg it eh”.
Some one else remarked, “You know that it is damned difficult to unins-

tall? We tried to, but we kept getting ‘are you sure’ messages all the bloody time. 
Hōhā! In the end we chucked away the bloody phone...It was old anyway”. 

Pani was now asking, “Who was that Pākehā,” about the odd man who 
had been there earlier, but no one seemed to have much information about him 
either.

“He was sent up by the district council,” Lil Hiroki offered, but she did 
not say this very convincingly. She could not explain why he was so intent on a 
koha if that was the case. 

The hui meandered into other small-talk tributaries and never swept 
back around the bend to any constructive talk about what to do about this new 
application.

Polly walked home alone as the rain started in earnest and she swore 
about not having an umbrella. Nita must have already gone to bed, while Andros 
was sitting on the couch staring away into space like a zombie.

“You all right, son?”
He did not immediately reply.
“I asked you if you were all right?’ his mother repeated.
“I’m OK. Did you know that English is the world’s greatest language?”
Pani rocked back a bit at that last statement. “Who told you that?”
Andros lied. “Oh, ah someone at school today”.
“So what?” Pani shot back, exasperated. The evening had been a bit of a 

waste of time and now her son was talking like some professor. She instinctively 
shot her hand into her bag, still slung over her shoulder. The telephone was still 
there though. She felt a bit embarrassed by her paranoia.

“Anything else?” she asked.
“Nah.” Andros looked like he was going to rattle off something more, but 

he must have changed his mind. 
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“I hear that Damien is doing OK and might be back home in a few days,” 
said Pani as an afterword. “Somebody said that tonight anywa..”

Her son didn’t seem so happy about that bit of news. “He is a spinner, 
Mum. Always was”. 

“Yes, maybe, but we should look after our whanaunga eh. He is your cou-
sin after all”.

“Yeah. But he always raves on about the Treaty of Waitangi and blah blah 
blah”.

“What is wrong with that? Sounds good to me. More of you kids should 
be aware about the Treaty”.

Andros was screwing up his nose and frowning all at once. “All bullshit to 
me,” he mumbled under his breath.

“What was that, son?”
“Aw, nothing Mum. I’m going to bed now”.

Pani was the one shaking her head now. There was something about her 
son that disturbed her. And when, a couple of days later, he started talking fa-
vourably about the One Nation organisation, his mother – and his sister – started 
to get worried about him. This was not the Andros they knew. This was some 
surrogate mouthing off everything anathema to them both. Then he took down 
the Tino Rangatiratanga flag from his bedroom wall. Nita was now certain her 
brother was somehow checking into The App, but she was not sure how he was 
doing this. Pani was convinced her son was not tapping into her phone, because 
she was making sure that she had it with her, at all times.  Next day, the news 
about Angie Tibble’s father Joe, was a surprise for most of the community. The 
local gossip was that he wasn’t inside – jail or ward ten at the local hospital – but 
that was up North and was training to be a preacher in some odd religious cult. 
Pani could not believe this. ‘No way,’ she thought. ‘If anyone needs a preacher, he 
does!’ 

Nita began to spy on her brother - when he was at home. They did not 
see too much of each other at their small school, because they were in different 
classrooms and because her friends would start teasing her about following him 
around. But when they were both in their small house, Nita tried to see if and 
how Andros was accessing The App. For her, he had to be. From being a fairly 
lazy and laidback guy, he was now seemingly fascinated by all sorts of what she 
could only call political stuff. She had not tried out The App, but did know from 
her study, that the third level was something about Ideas. Andros must have 
been scoring his recent views from there, especially if the mesmerizing swirling 
colours and far-out sounds of the first two levels were combined with the final 
one. ‘Addictive’ was the term her teacher had used at one stage. She and her Mum 
were out a couple of days later down at the general store buying some groceries. 
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When they came out, they saw Damien Davis sitting in a wheelchair.  
“Hi, Damien,” she smiled, while Pani also greeted the youth.
But he made no comment to them. He was smiling, but his eyes were 

blank. His shaved head made him look different too. 
“Where’s your Mum?” asked Pani. 
No response again.
They shrugged their respective shoulders and left Damien there, grin-

ning somewhat inanely.
“Don’t think he will be on The App anytime soon,” noted Nita. “Doesn’t 

look like he could focus on anything right now…”
“And I don’t know why he is there either. Why isn’t he at home?” wonde-

red Pani out loud.
Her question was shortly answered when they saw Damien’s older bro-

ther – his caregiver - across the road at the small skateboard park. 
“Ask Louis,” said Nita. Louis was zooming around like a bee on steroids. 

But it was his cap that was interesting. ‘MAGA’ was the logo lambasted across the 
front.

Pani shook her head and they walked back home together. Andros was 
laying on his bed, sleeping. A couple of days later, when he told his mother he 
wanted a rifle, she didn’t even ask why. 

“No way”. There was not going to be a discussion. When he attempted to 
explain why he suddenly wanted the firearm, his mother cut him short with, “Go 
and chop up some more firewood son,” as she turned toward the bench, stirring 
the rēwana mix.

However, Pani did mention her son’s out-of-nowhere request, to her 
daughter. 

“What do you think he wants a gun for, Mum?”
“I don’t know. He is getting more like your father every day. Bloody silly 

ideas all the time”.
Nita was straight up. “Do you think he might be into The App stuff?”
Pani turned and looked at her daughter. “Why do you say that girl?”
“Because I studied it and I know that it changes people – deliberately,” 

said Nita. 
Pani knew from her own brief brush with the application, that it certain-

ly had started to make her think.
“How would he have got hold of the damned thing…?”
“I don’t know, Mum”.
“Mm. I reckon we better keep a close eye on your brother, eh,” Pani said, 

as she placed the mix in the pan.

Which is what they did over the next few days, Nita most especially. She 
was also a little concerned about her mother. Pani seemed somewhat distracted 
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these last couple of weeks too; as if she were not completely ‘there.’ Might have 
something to do with Nan still being in hospital with some condition no one 
could ‘sort out’. The young girls’ worries were soon interspersed with the news 
about Lil’s other son, Tamati. He was going to leave his job in forestry and depart 
the district completely. He had been saying that he was going to ‘move to the city 
to look for work’. Which did not make sense, as his forestry job as a truck driver 
hauling logs was stable, secure, and very well-paid. A couple of days later, when 
she noticed his bedroom door was slightly ajar, Nita saw her brother laying on 
his bed. He had on headphones and was also wearing a visor she had never seen 
before. She went to tell her mother but could not find her.

Later, Nita told her mother what she had seen. Pani was incensed, espe-
cially since earlier that day she had had a run-in with one of their neighbours ab-
out ‘their bloody dog ripping into our rubbish bags out back’.Pani called Andros 
into a confrontation. He did not deny that he had, “borrowed Damien’s gear for a 
while because I thought, he won’t be needing it, eh”.

“Have you got that damned app loaded on his phone too?’ demanded 
Pani.

“No,” lied Andros, turning to look threateningly at his sister. “You’re a 
nark, girl!”

Nita said nothing but did step back a couple of paces.
“Bring me Damien’s mobile now. Quick”. Andros knew his mother was in 

no mood to argue.

He went slowly back to the bedroom and handed over the mobile phone 
very reluctantly. Still glaring angrily at his sister. Pani immediately went outside 
to the woodshed and grabbed the axe. Her eyes were wide, and she was cursing 
quite loudly. Something about, ‘I’ll end this bullshit right now’. Smashing into 
the phone like she was a world class woodchopping competitor.  Soon, Damien’s 
mobile lay scattered across their back yard like chicken feed. Andros was still 
staring rather savagely at his sister, his fists in tight little balls. Nita cringed; she 
had never seen the other two in such a rage.

“Fuckin’ rubbish. Fuckin’ shit. Screws up your mind”. Pani was raging 
and raving, but not at her kids. She seemed fixated on something in the distance, 
although when Nita looked in that direction, there was nothing there.  Andros 
was now looking at his mother.

“You OK, Mum?” he asked, with obvious concern. 
Later that day Pani had calmed down enough to call her kids. She smiled. 

“I’ll tell you what I saw when I went to level three that one time”. She paused.
Andros was focused, for a change. Nita was amazed, as she did not know 
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her mother had been such a player.
“It’s OK, sort of - when the sounds kick into those whirly colours, eh. But 

those voices, those voices…” Her own voice fell away like a cliff face in heavy rain.
There was a pause. “I was asked if I thought I was doing a good enough 

job”.
Brother and daughter looked at one another. What was she on about?
“Then it went on about agencies. Agencies to take over caring for you, 

while I went out and looked for work”. Pani’s voice was shooting back up. She 
turned to look her kids right in their bemused eyes.

“That thing is dangerous for us. I’m going to uninstall it. Andros, I don’t 
want to hear that you have borrowed one of your mate’s mobiles either. Ever”.

She calmed herself. Pani started on a karakia her own mother taught her 
years previously.

As Nita listened closely, she noticed her brother’s eyes clouding over... 
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Reflections of Jon the Baptist 
Trevor Landers
With thanks to Helen for the inspiration. 

I am Jon the Baptist. 

Not the John the Baptist, obviously. 

I am known as Jon the Baptist for a reasonably tangential and esoteric 
reason. I am indeed called Jon, and I am indeed a Baptist, albeit an irregular at-
tendee. Easter, Christmas and couple of other occasions per year. Like a Baptist 
observance booster to stimulate my spiritual immunity. I am known as Jon the 
Baptist as there are three Johns in my immediate social circle. There is Dr. John,  
an orthopaedic registrar, and Sparky John, an electrician. There is also Johnna, 
who is a Pharmacy technician but we all call her Johnna, without issue.  I am a 
Quantity Surveyor and I guess my mates decided that Jon the Quantity Surveyor 
was an unwieldy handle so Jon the Baptist was struck in irony as much as truth. 
It was cemented one summer when we went to a local swimming hole which had 
a stone ‘diving board’ and one of the other Johns, I suspect Sparky John, pushed 
me from behind in what was described as a ‘baptismal ritual’.  I saw no need to 
re-enact history by then baptising others by using a  similar full immersion bap-
tismal technique.  But from there, the moniker stuck. 
                  The church of my callow youth was full of men in beige cardigans 
and women wearing pastel twin sets, matching hand bags and frequently, sour 
dour faces. There were the quaint old ladies who wore slightly comical hats for 
whom Sunday service was a pageant of sorts, but with undeclared rules, and no 
discernible ‘winners’. They were the ones who jostled in order to talk to the Re-
verend after the service had ended. The Reverend seem to relish this gravitation 
of mavens into his orbit, or least, bore the ordeal with good-natured bonhomie 
befitting his calling. They were also the women most likely to be on the Parish 
Council, supply and decorate the altar with garden blooms, and to take to fund-
raising with febrile fanaticism rather than the more usual altruistic zeal. I su-
spect the Reverend realised early how to harness these forces of nature, and their 
petty needs for one upwomanship, in order to advance the pastoral and spiritual 
care of his flock.  A flock, that like many congregations, had scattered into a dia-
spora of no or only irregular returners. Such pragmatic realisations had guided 
the Reverend to ‘grasp the nettle’ as it were. 

Nearer the back of the church were the men who like to discuss politics or 
the rugby during the sermon and were seemingly brought here on a strange inco-
ming tide. Their irreverent and terse exchanges occurred through horse whisper 
which was not very secretive at all. Half the church could easily hear these dis-
courses without actively engaging in any eavesdropping whatsoever. Sometimes 
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rebukes would come from old older woman who objected to her hour of worship 
being interspersed with pithy political commentaries, or summations of the pre-
vious day’s big rugby encounter.   It might have be routine, ritual or the social 
aspects in the large foyer near the entrance that enticed them. Behind them, and 
next to the foyer was an annexe used by very late comers, and parents dealing 
with a grizzly child. It had the benefit of being a sound-proofed booth with a 
speaker piping the microphone from the lectern and altar into the room.  This re-
fuge was never used as a sanctuary by the ‘back-row boys’ who preferred the back 
pews, the principal advantage of the pews was their propinquity to the main exit. 
Beyond the exit, conversations could range from the performance of Fonterra, 
who should really be the All Blacks No.10, and whether a just transition to a green 
economy was just a load of old hooey. Wrongly, they had concluded it was. The 
purpose of these conversation was never truth, or the robust exchange of ideas, 
but the cementing of collective views for the purpose of solidarity.  This meant 
jaundiced thinking might never be challenged, and prejudicial thinking would 
rarely face a riposte. This was about securing the bonds of friendship through the 
dance of similarity, with a dash of topical divergence to keep things interesting. 

Anyway, these were not the only old men. There was a very tall, avuncular 
old man who would sneak you lollies when your parents weren’t looking when I 
was a child. There was another who said two rows beyond the organist as regular 
as clockwork. He was Polish, and spoke broken English despite being for several 
decades. It was said his late wife used to do all the off-farm work and as a result 
she spoke good English. He largely restricted himself to improving a hilly farm, 
to visits to the Polish Club on a Sunday afternoon, and to church. It was said he 
had become a Baptist after rejecting Catholicism back in his homeland. Then 
there was the double-chinned organist, who frequently muffed her chords, but 
the result was at least cause for wry smiles amid the solemnity. Hymns often be-
came highly orchestrated dirges, or something out of the Rocky Horror Picture 
Show. She was a lovely woman, who spoke breathily and excitedly, like an am-
brosial amateur thespian auditioning for some unnamed play, I often thought. 
She wore reading glasses on a cord, and I enjoyed watching her peer over glasses 
with tremendous virtuosity and comparable élan. The theatre of the organ and 
the organist. 

Families were also sources of comedy, largely for completely esoteric rea-
sons to the outsider but the tell-tale movements of laughter were plain to see.  At 
other times, an inopportune case of flatulence could lead to conniptions of chil-
dish glee. The best ones made no noise but their bodies convulsed like a washing 
machine on spin cycle. Spontaneous giggles could erupt, despite attempts to stif-
le them, and these would induce daggered looks from mildly irritated parents. 
Sometimes mistakes in liturgy or the biblical readings might evince snickered 
cachinnation. This might be difficulty pronouncing arcane biblical names, or 
tribes. Galatians, Romans and Corinthians are straightforward enough but the  
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Philemons, Philippians, Thessalonians and Colossians can often induce stamm-
eringly embarrassing mispronunciations. The curse of the scarlet cheeks I call 
it. I tried to be a reader once when I was seventeen and during rehearsal I was 
fine. Come Sunday and the Ephesians defeated me. I kept thinking of Ephesus 
in Turkey and at the lectern I panicked and what came out was something like 
effy-ass-asians’.  I was mortified and I could see sniggerers in front of me. I have 
not done it since. The Pauline epistles were my nemesis I understand he wrote 
these letters with the help of a secretary, or amanuensis. In contrast, I had no 
assistance whatsoever! 

As today is Mother’s Day there is no prize for guessing the topic for to-
day’s service. Which began with a bunch of the Church women performing a 
little skit, portraying different roles that mothers play in the family (I am not 
making this up) The women dutifully role-played for the congregation the roles 
of: Nurse, Teacher, Nutritionist and Driver. Then it got just a tad obscure with a 
Fisherman. Still thinking that one through, unless it was tied to the parable of 
the loaves and fishes.  Not a great deal of fishing in Inglewood—a bit of trout in 
the rivers perhaps. Perhaps we have a quota-holder in our midst. Bizarrely,  next 
up was a Dancer. “Dancing for Jesus?” Had I inadvertently stumbled into the only 
progressive Baptist Church in Taranaki, actively celebrating mothers who strip 
for a living to put food on the table for their families? It seemed as preposterous 
as the appearance of the dancer and her Latin American style dancing. Tango to 
go? Lambada for one? The Captain of the Taranaki Pole-dancers Association? 
The mind boggles, Reverend. I will never know because I refused to ask on ac-
count of loving the endless possibilities of “what just happened there?! 

This is the church where professing Christian believers only are bapti-
sed, and my immersion,  as opposed to  doing so by complete immersion (as 
opposed to affusion or aspersion. In others, the full dunk. You know, Historians 
trace the earliest “Baptist” church to 1609 in Amsterdam, Dutch Republic with 
English Separatist John Smyth as its pastor] In accordance with his reading of 
the New Testament, he rejected baptism of infants and instituted baptism only 
of believing adults.] Baptist practice spread to England, where the General Bap-
tists considered Christ’s atonement to extend to all people, while the Particular 
Baptists believed that it extended only to the elect.] Thomas Helwys formulated 
a distinctively Baptist request that the church and the state be kept separate in 
matters of law, so that individuals might have freedom of religion. Since, variants 
of Baptist thought have spread to every continent, though it is hard to imagine 
the Baptist Church in Antarctica on a crispy Taranaki sun-drenched spring after-
noon. Apparently there are 241 Baptist denominations members in 126 countries, 
comprising 169,000 churches and 47,000,000 baptized members. In 2020, the 
movement was estimated to have around 170 million believers in the world. The 
one here in Moaville shows great liberality by sanctioning risqué dance mano-
euvres as a showcase of maternal mien and forgiving adolescents who butcher St. 
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Paul’s Letter to the Ephesians.  
Anyway, I digress. When we resumed normal transmission where there 

was a lot of talk of “cleansing”. I nodded along enthusiastically to this, secure 
in the knowledge that just this very morning I had thoroughly cleansed myself 
in my friend’s shower, using a particularly pleasant Eco brand of body wash. A 
French import called Ushuaia, I had given them as a present ironically enough. 
This one was called Bahia de Brazil with Fève de Cafe et Baie d’Acaï. Trés exoti-
que. The aroma is very addictive. I brought home an assorted carton of 24 bottles 
from New Caledonia on my last trip up there visiting friends. I daydream a lot in 
church too. Then came the clincher from the pulpit! I was reminded that I am a 
sinner I know this likely sounds a little daft, but can one ever forget this and is a 
reminder necessary.  You know, in day to day life, even if one was being a deviant, 
kinky, idolator a skerrick of self-reflexivity would alert that person to the moral 
hazard of their wrongdoing, surely? I mildly resented the accusation on the ba-
sis it was an absurd tautology. Some truth are self-evident. Not to the Reverend, 
apparently. 

I’m actually pretty boring and lead an uneventful life but it is satisfying. I 
go to work. I vacuum. I wash laundry, then throw it in my spare bedroom to pile 
up until the next time a friend of mine comes to visit comes to visit, and embar-
rassment dictates I do something with it. Actually, this mountain of laundry is 
delineated into slopes of trousers, bluffs of business shirts, boulders of hooded 
and unhooded sweatshirts, an outcrop of boxer shorts---a mixture of Knobby, 
functional greys, and the kaleidoscopic. There is a small avalanche of business 
socks at the bottom. The chances of a volcanic eruption are slim. There is order 
in apparent chaos, or perhaps we need a little chaos to complete our orderliness.  
I try to be a good person. To judge not lest I too be judged! To not be running 
about casting stones at alleged infringers willy-nilly. To help a brother or sister 
out in time of need. To lift, and not to lean. When people offend me I don’t pluck 
their eyes out, even if I desperately want to remove the orbs with a pier of pliers.  
I try my best to turn the other cheek. So, all in all, John is a decent person,  if you 
know what I mean.

So to be reminded, after all these years, that I am a sinner was quite fun 
after the temerity subsided. Admittedly, I don’t get out much and my standard 
for entertainment is abyssally low. This may or may not be related, but  yesterday 
I jammed my finger in the door of my hybrid vehicle, a Nissan Aqua, and it is 
was  ridiculously painful. The full pantheon of gods of a number of religions was 
invoked. The air was blue with coarse language, then purple to match the painful 
digit. But here is another curious thing. Not long after I entered the Church, and 
sat down in a pew, my finger stopped throbbing. The cynic would say it was the 
two Maxegesic taken 20 minutes earlier, but I’m fully embracing  the idea I expe-
rienced some kind of direct and divine intervention. Is this a portent?

I mentioned earlier than some of my friends call me Jon the Baptist. The 
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real John the Baptist was a Jewish itinerant preacher in the early 1st century AD. 
He is known as John the Forerunner in Eastern Christianity, John the Immerser 
in some Baptist traditions, and the prophet John (Yaḥyā) in Islam. He is some-
times alternatively called John the Baptizer.  John the Baptist is mentioned by 
the Roman Jewish historian Josephus and revered as a major religious figure in 
Christianity, Islam, the Baha’i Faith, and Mandaeism. He is considered a prophet 
by all of these faiths, and is honoured as a saint in many Christian traditions. I 
am not in that pantheon of course, but when one gets a nom-de-dieu it pays to 
do some research. According to the New Testament, John anticipated a messia-
nic figure greater than himself, and the Gospels portray John as the precursor or 
forerunner of Jesus since John announces Jesus’ coming and prepares the people 
for Jesus’ ministry. I am no prophet, or even a trustworthy apostle, but surely re-
ligion is like salt. Add just a little to flavour the food, add too much and the meal 
is ruined. 

Anyway, the more illustrious  John used baptism as the central symbol 
or sacrament of his pre-messianic movement and most scholars agree that John 
baptized Jesus.   According to the New Testament, John was sentenced to de-
ath and subsequently beheaded by Herod Antipas sometime around AD 30 after 
John rebuked him for divorcing his wife, Phasaelis, and then unlawfully wedding 
Herodias, the wife of his brother, Herod Philip I. Very Game of Thrones, I must 
say. I don’t need that kind of drama in my life. I want no Salomé presented with 
my head on a platter thank you very kindly. No sultry dancing before my death 
by decapitation. That seems only fair. I want to stay out of the limelight, and not 
be a celebrated religious icon. 

On a related not, demand for relics of John the Baptist is extraordinary. 
Claims of authenticity are even more astounding.  The saint’s right hand, with 
which he baptised Jesus, is claimed to be in the Serbian Orthodox Cetinje mo-
nastery in Montenegro; the Topkapi Palace in Istanbul and also in the Romanian 
skete of Prodromos (‘the Forerunner’) on Mount Athos. The saint’s left hand is 
allegedly preserved in the Armenian Apostolic Church of St. John at Chinsurah, 
West Bengal. My namesake’s body parts  is revered in some interesting places. So 
what have I learned? I am not an avid Baptist. I bare only passing resemblance to 
the historical John the Baptist, and have no deep-seated desire to emulate him in 
any substantive way, which is probably just as well for the future of Christianity. 
Just steer clear of me at swimming pools, and swimming holes, just to be on the 
safe side. 
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Scooting to School
Airana Ngarewa 

The new day’s sun trickled through the blinds and the house awoke with 
a boisterous panic. Blankets flew like birds through the air. Pants and t-shirts 
and shoes soon to follow in tow, taking flight and bundling in the corners of the 
room, only making more difficult the search, burying the bedroom in a thick lay-
er of linen. Good job, the walls whispered, imitating the young boy’s mum. Told 
you to clean your room. But no, you were too busy playing the game. Oh well, 
you’ll learn this time. Won’t you, Possum?

A minute went by and the boy went on searching, his anxiety slowly pos-
sessing him, his gaze flicking more and more rapidly between his alarm clock 
(7:24 AM) and his bedroom floor, the carpet now invisible beneath the mass of 
his wardrobe and playthings. Comic books, race cars, controllers. Possum, only 
seven years old, kicked with his feet and pulled with his arms and starfished on 
the ground, doing everything he could do to find his school shoes. Should’ve put 
them away on Friday when I told you to, the walls continued. Now look. You’re 
going to miss the bus. Those red numbers flashed black and the clock face coun-
ted another minute down. 7:25 AM. It was time to call in the big guns.

 ‘Pio, get up. I need your help. Come on, Piopio. Wake up, egg.’ Possum 
tore the blankets from his older brother and shook him from his sleep. 

The young man, stolen from a dream, came quickly to his brother’s aid.
‘Get out, you weirdo. I’m sleeping.’
‘But I need you.’
‘Get Mum.’
‘She’s already gone to work, and I’m going to miss the bus.’
‘Oh well.’
‘Hurry up, egg. We’re both going to get a growling if I don’t make it to 

school on time.’
‘What do you even want?’
‘My school shoes.’
‘Are you serious? You woke me up cause you can’t find your shoes. Just go 

barefoot, you weirdo.’
‘I can’t. They won’t let me do cooking without them.’
‘I’ll write you a note then.’
‘It doesn’t work like that. Last week Kahu had a note and he had to sit out 

and watch anyway. Even when his mum came in and yelled at the teacher, she 
didn’t budge. No covered shoes, no cooking.’

‘That’s Old Lady Fern, aye? She’s always been a grouch. Used to use the 
same line on me. All good, I’ll help you look then, but you got to make my bed 
when you get home. Silly kid throwing my blankets across the room over a fri-
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ckin’ pair of shoes. You really are a weirdo, you weirdo.’
The search went only a little better with two seekers. Pio knew enough to 

clear the floor, but still, the shoes evaded detection, and still, the walls went on 
berating the boy, the alarm clock continuing to count down. 7:26 AM. 7:27 AM. 
7:28 AM. From beyond the cul-de-sac, the school bus appeared, two minutes 
before it had to move on, the bus driver an elderly man who has made his repu-
tation three ways.

His humour. ‘Do you know the worse thing about being a bus driver, son? 
People are always talking behind your back. By golly, that one’s a knee slapper. Do 
you get it? Because I sit up front.’ 

His punctuality. ‘7:30 pick up is 7:30 pick up. They don’t call me Koro 
PUNctual for nothing. Gee whiz, that one’s my favourite. Do you get it? Because 
punctual starts with pun.’ 

And overexplaining his jokes.

The clock went 7:29 AM and the signs of life outside began to stir, the 
bus pulling up and the school kids getting on and a chorus of dogs farewelling 
their brothers and sisters. Possum threw one last shirt from the floor and bowed 
his head in defeat, surrendering himself to the wrath of Old Lady Fern. Better 
a growling from her than from Mum, he assured himself. Anyway, Kahu will 
probably bring his sandals again, so at least I’ll have company. Pio laughed it off. 
‘Bloody weirdo.’ And rested against the doorframe, watching his brother run for 
the front door, full sprint, watching his brother trip and fall before he gets there, 
watching Koro PUNctual pull away from the sidewalk. 

‘Mum’s going to kill us.’
The dogs softened to a quiet whine and the birds retook their place as the 

kings and queens of the neighbourhood chorus, setting the world alight with the 
gentle songs of morning. In the distance, the chatter of families could be heard, 
little ones being strapped into their car seats, pestering their parents with ques-
tions they did not have good answers for. How come sticky things stick? Why do 
some birds hop when they walk? How come Nan always has lollies and Grandad 
never has any? Even further still, the traffic began to rush, cars competing for 
space, horns being used like pūkāea, declaring the driver has been wronged and 
would not go silently away.

            Possum rolled over himself and rubbed the fluff from his knee, 
evaluating his wounds. A little rug burn. No big deal. Unscathed, he leapt to his 
feet like a warrior fresh from the field of battle, a satisfied smile creeping across 
his face, his gaze fixed to his brother in the doorway. Pio couldn’t help but feel a 
little unnerved. His brother was fine. But the weirdo had just missed the bus, so 
why was he smiling? 

‘Hey, Pio. Guess what.’
‘What?’
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‘I found my shoes.’
‘Are you serious?’
‘Yeah. Mum left them by the front door.’
‘You told me they were in your room.’
‘They were.’
Possum ran off again through the house, full sprint, no lesson learned 

from the fall just recovered from. He returned adorned in a helmet, carrying a 
scooter, using all his strength to keep it from marking the carpet. His expression 
stayed painted with that same strange satisfied smile, his body bent over his feet, 
tying his laces, singing a soft little song as he went. Bunny ears, bunny ears, play-
ing by a tree. By the end of it all, he looked a wee knight in shining armour, his 
trusty scooter steed by his side. 

‘You ready, egg?’
‘Ready for what?’
‘Well, I can’t just miss school. I’m going to have to scooter.’
‘Want a kiss goodbye or something?’
‘No, you have to take me.’
‘Why?’
‘Because I’m only little. I can’t scooter by myself. I might get hit by a car.’
Now in mutual understanding, Piopio was ready to drop everything for 

his kin.
‘Get stuffed, you weirdo. You missed the bus, not me.’
‘But I can’t miss school.’
‘Yeah, you can.’
‘Then, I’m going to tell Mum it was your fault. That I was ready, and you 

wouldn’t help. Then she’s probably going to send you away to live with Grandad. 
And you’re probably going to have to spend every morning helping to change his 
teeth, and he’ll probably make you go everywhere with him, and he’ll probably 
stop and talk to everyone whenever you do groceries.’

‘No wonder Mum called you Possum. You really are a pest.’
Pio ducked away to splash water on his face, douse himself in an excess of 

body spray, and slick his hair back with gel only to cover it with a snapback cap. 
Who knows who he might cross on the venture out? A mate, a crush, a model 
scout. Being 16 years old means being fashionably prepared for everything. Not 
even a short walk to the corner store could be undertaken without at least three 
passes by a mirror. 

‘Hurry up, egg. I’m going to be late.’
‘One more minute.’
They left the house with a hiss and a roar, Possum kicking and pushing 

himself down the sidewalk, dodging every crack and dip in the concrete, careful 
to make room for the families still strapping their kids into their car seats and the 
retirees walking their husbands and the husbands walking their dogs. Pio strol-
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led with a dip and a sway and a nonchalance masking the deep concern he had 
for the world. In every reflective surface, the young man checked and rechecked 
himself, adjusting his hair and his cap and his posture, oftentimes forgetting the 
whole reason why he left the house in the first place.

The little one greeted every person he crossed, announcing himself with 
a zealous nod as he zoomed on by. ‘Good morning, old people.’ ‘Good morning, 
ginger family.’ ‘Good morning, lady putting her rubbish out in her robe.’ Pio pre-
tended he had nothing to do with the scootering kid, dipping and swaying past 
the shocked expressions of all who had just had their morning ruined.

‘Do I really look that old?’
‘Yeah, but it’s a good kind of old, my love. Grey and distinguished.’
‘Like Winston Peters?’
‘More like a wizard.’
‘I need to start dying my hair, don’t I?’
The brothers began down Main Street, careful to dodge a plethora of cars 

pulling in and out of driveways, waiting as those steel things tried to edge into 
the street, a nervousness beginning to build in the brothers as it became ever 
clearer, they might not make it for the school bell. 

‘What’s the time?’
‘8:00.’
‘We’ve only half an hour. We need to hurry.’
‘Well come on then. I’m following you.’
Possum took off with an almighty push, he and his mighty steed flying 

down the sidewalk, encouraging all foot traffic from the cement and onto the 
grass. ‘Sorry.’ ‘I’m in a hurry.’ ‘I’m running late.’ Behind him, his older brother bro-
ke into a jog, pulling his cap down over his face, hoping to hide his identity. He 
could be almost anyone in the shadow of that snapback thing, a miscellaneous 
teen running down the street. 

‘Is that Pio over there, running?
‘Ow, bro, is that you?’
 ‘Pio. Ow, Pio!’
‘What an out of it guy. Why’s he chasing that kid?’
The morning grew older, and traffic grew more dense, and the brothers 

grew more anxious, now in a full rush, Possum kicking and pushing with all his 
strength and Pio breaking into a proper sprint, his cap now in his hands, his sli-
cked-back hair a kind of birds nest atop his head. ‘’What’s the time, egg?’ ‘8:10.’ 
‘Oh God, oh God, oh God.’ The little one’s forehead glistened with sweat and the 
cotton of the older one’s collar was stained dark and the whole world was dulled 
beneath the music of their weary breathing.

8:15 AM. They could see the school in the distance, on the other side of a 
long gulley, across a short bridge. 8:20 AM. They were right on track. They would 
make it with a minute to spare. Relief began to wash over them both, their vision 
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fixed to the school gate. 8:23 AM. Possum failed to see a car pulling out from a 
driveway.

The sun had risen high from the horizon, the morning chill giving way to 
a gentle heat, Main Street now gridlocked, the frustration of every man and wo-
man painting their face red with ire, all compassion and patience ailing, super-
seded by a short-sighted haste. Pio, seeing the disaster to come, rushed forward 
and reached desperately to rescue his brother, just barely grabbing him by his 
scruff, dragging the little one and his scooter steed to the grass. 

‘What’d you do that for?’
‘Look.’
A black four-wheel-drive flew out from a driveway and into a small gap 

in the traffic.
‘That lady could’ve hit me.’
‘She would’ve.’
‘Oh God. What’s the time?’
‘8:25.’
‘We’re not going to make it are we?’
‘I don’t think so, Bro.’
‘And Mum’s going to kill us, isn’t she?’
‘Better her than the car, I reckon.’
Pio lifted his brother from the dirt with one arm and handed him his 

scooter with the other. Possum brushed himself down, evaluating his wounds. 
A little grass burn. No big deal. Unscathed, he remounted his steed, thanking 
his brother a second time, and kicked and pushed the remainder of the way to 
school. Pio jogged on just slightly ahead, checking every driveway along the way, 
careful to avoid another close encounter, his brotherly instincts having at last 
overcome his teenage nonchalance. 

The life of the city played on behind them, a metropolitan backdrop. 
Men and women in suits and dresses walking hurriedly. Silhouettes of persons 
on traffic lights flashing green. Traffic wardens waving orange signs through ze-
bra crossings, escorting a rascal of high schoolers through the street. Cars and 
buses and trams sailing on by, the strangers inside consumed by the glow of their 
phones.

The brothers pushed through the school gate. 8:32 AM. The quad was 
empty. Pio walked the little one to his classroom, consoling the darling thing, 
the almost squashed possum, trying and trying again to re-slick his hair, finally 
giving up and resigning himself to the mess that sat atop his head, keeping his 
cap in his hands, not wanting to sweat through its cotton.

‘Just go in and explain why you’re late.’
‘And if my teacher gives me a growling.’
‘Take it on the chin.’
The custodian drank his tea in the early morning sun, making a guess of 
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the weather to come. His phone sat face down beside him; the old man had come 
to trust his instincts more than those learned types and their fancy graphics. 
Plus, he was still to figure out the whole school Wi-Fi thing. Darn password was 
always being changed.

8:35 AM. Possum knocked thrice on his classroom door. 
‘Mōrena, boys. All good?’
‘Sorry we’re late, Matua Trey. I missed the bus this morning.’
‘Don’t even worry about it, champ. Same thing happened to me last week. 

That’s why Ms Fern took you for cooking.’
‘So you won’t tell our mum?’
‘Not if you don’t.’
Possum ducked into the classroom, placing his bag on the rack, slipping 

his scooter and helmet behind Matua Trey’s desk, joining a group of three hard 
at work, learning to draw the Cool S. The two outside traded nods and Pio drifted 
away, content and a little envious. If I had had teachers like that, he asked him-
self, who knows where I’d be? 

Outside the school gate, the world had begun to quiet, rush hour had 
come and gone. Pio breathed a long breath and cast his eyes over the winding 
down city – what a morning – and was surprised to find himself caught in the 
enduring gaze of a young lady, a strange satisfied smile across her face. A less 
than subtle panic rose in him, Pio conscious of his collar dark with sweat and his 
hair a birds nest on his head. 

‘I think my mum almost hit you with her car.’
‘Huh?’
‘Well, my mum was in a rush ‘cause she couldn’t find her shoes and I 

think she almost hit you with her car.’
‘Wait, that was you?’
‘I mean, not me. I was just watching from the lounge. I did come out to 

check that yous were okay though. By then you had taken off. So I followed you… 
Not in a creepy way though. Just to say sorry, you know.’

‘Oh, all good. The bro missed the bus so we were in a bit of a rush, I guess.’
‘That’s cute. A lot of boys our age are too cool to help with stuff like that.’
Pio confessed his help was more begrudging than anything. That he de-

finitely did not come enthusiastically to his brother’s aide. 
‘Nah, not me, aye. I love the little fella. Always going out of my way to 

look after him.’
‘Anyway, I’m gonna head back to mine and have some breakfast. Want to 

come?’
‘Are you serious?’
‘Call it an apology for my mum almost killing you.’
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Lost in a Void
Krishay Lal

The blackness was perfect; a sort of visual silence that gave a revered awe. 
With eyes closed, there was the simple sweetness of existing, of being, of breat-
hing, and how these moments extended with such grace until the dawn chose to 
bring back the colours. Being in a darkened abyss for what feels like centuries, 
truly makes one realise how blessed we are to be alive.

         The universe to me is a silent song of pure love, shining like bright 
stars in the night sky. It’s the perfect tone that gives birth to spacetime and mat-
ter. The voice of God. In the black body of heaven’s keep, among the ravishing 
cosmos, I travel ever onward.

          I feel like a ghost in a world of paper dolls. I am a ghost in my own 
machine. I am a ghost running through space and time, looking, always looking 
in the blackness for a sacred spark. Beauty is not scarce in this moment, but oxy-
gen is. My spacesuit is my lifeline; protecting me from those extreme temperatu-
res and providing me with oxygen to breathe, while I am in the vacuum of space. 
This special garment is white in colour – the kind of white that summer clouds 
radiate; the kind that raises the eyes heavenward.

“Warning! Oxygen levels depleting. Thirty minutes remain”, echoed my 
life support system. 

But my mind is too distracted. Random thoughts, they are the music of 
my soul, with a great tempo and soft pauses. I ponder on how I escaped the de-
struction; how I ended up here. My friend Ishaan was a marvellous astronaut. I 
can remember him so vividly. There was a softness to his appearance; a kind of 
warmth married to a shyness. It was the look of an honest man. When I met him 
in the NASA internship programme, I knew I had found a special friend. He wore 
the same old worn-out jeans and beige duffle jacket each time we conversed. His 
hair was brown and always messy. His words were subtle, but powerful. Ishaan 
was NASA’s most promising prospect until…it happened. 

           One day after our centrifuge spin, Ishaan experienced a nosebleed 
that was quite dire. I asked if he was alright, and before he could respond, he 
fainted. Later, I was informed that Ishaan was diagnosed with leukaemia. The 
news hit me like a speeding train. I was devastated.

On his deathbed, he told me: 

“The composed soul, the steady heart, the engaged brain will always find 
their way home. That’s what I believe. So be stoic. “Lost” is temporary. You are 
your own compass”.

I am my own compass.
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“Warning! Oxygen levels critical. Fifteen minutes remain”. 
I know the sun is a star, I’d just never felt it before. There is such a diffe-

rence between knowing and feeling. The golden rays of the sun were the shade 
of bleached buttercups. It is true what scientists say, we are so miniscule in size 
compared to the celestial bodies of the universe. Floating high above the once 
majestic Earth, seeing the destruction that

the asteroid did, I felt exasperated. I felt useless. I felt cowardly. I wish I 
could’ve done something. I wish I was massacred with the rest of humanity. I just 
wish.

I’m a lucky person. Even my bad luck becomes great luck. It can turn 
around in a while or at times almost instantly, yet always I see the workings of 
karma stepping upward. I was sent up to the International Space Station by my-
self, several days before the asteroid hit. Mission Control never picked up the 
asteroid on its radar tracking data, which is bizarre. Catching asteroids is as easy 
as catching butterflies in a net. I assume a malfunction in the system eventuated. 
A malfunction that led to the death of billions.

  In monochrome musings, the moon is a deep silver ballerina, turning 
pirouettes with perfect form. Tilting my lifeless body to the left, I see the moon. 
Bathed in the light of the sun, the moon was more beautiful than even the stars 
around. Upon the starlit infinity, in the zero-gravity arena, I am the finest of fish 
relearning how to swim.As a child, I had always dreamt of floating through the 
cosmos. I imagined that in every direction, there was a star; should I fly into the 
universe any way, it would be the right way. Stood in the ISS, I saw an opportu-
nity to fulfil my dream. Without any hesitation, I had put my spacesuit on. The 
cannisters of oxygen could only hold an hours’ worth. One hour. My last hour.

“I am my own compass”, I said while exhaling.  The robust, heavy metal 
door that stood in front of me was a portal to something new – a good thing to 
enjoy or a challenge to make better. The only way to find out what kind of gift 
this would become was to reach out, open it and step in. And that was precisely 
what I did.

“Warning! Oxygen tanks are empty. Thirty-seconds of breathable air re-
main”. 

I tilt my head, gazing upward into the starry abyss. Lack of breath is felt 
through my body; that feeling of tiredness and lethargy. For as my lungs work to 
bring in the much-needed oxygen, even then I feel as if I am drowning in the air. 
All our lives we take each breath for granted. In the eyes of the sun is an essence 
of peace and tranquillity, a form of emotional key that is there for the tuning into. 
My childhood dream now accomplished. 

“Lost is temporary”, Ishaan said to me, and he was right. The universe has 
found me.
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Bilingual works

Mohakatino Tryptych
Trevor M. Landers 

Yes, here is a heartland
the northern reaches of a province

we cherish: tūrangawaewae, much further south
since an alleged auspicious birth

te whenua
te karaehe
te ngāhere
te kārearea
te tāhuahua

grass as lime as lurid ice-cream
weeping willows orange with autumnal pageantry
the hills shorn of native tress, the sheep is suzerain

Yes, this is a Mōhakatino triptych
photographer’s palette

poet’s playground.3

³  Karaehe = grass, ngāhere = forests,  karearea = NZ Falcon, and tāhuahua = hills. 

 A Natural Tryptych, Mōhakatino Valley, August 2020                            © Trevor M.Landers, (2021).
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Kei riri mai koe mō taku hē
Trevor M. Landers 

Kei riri mai koe mō taku hē
Mō taku hē, mō taku hē! 
Kāore kē au i mōhio i pīrangi koe ki te tautotohe
Kaua e whakaweriweri maua 
Aroha mai 

In the miasma of busy
     an assumption made 
          the circumlocution of circumstance
                crossed wires, arcing 
                    the mistake, a leitmotif: 
                       fallibility of man. 
                       
                        I take responsibility. 
                    We are very human 
                  error imprinted in our DNA
              this is the nature of things 
       maddening---I appreciate it 
 may rile and rankle the stillest mind. 

Āna, kei te kimi tērā i tana patero, 
i te mea nāna i tātā i te kaituhituhi mō te kore noa iho
Kei te rapu anō hoki rānei koe kia mātau 
mehemea kua oti ō hara te muru mō tō tohe tonu 
ki te inoi, kua hopu rānei koe, he tika kua murua ō hara nō te mea 
kua pēnā tā te kaituhituhi kupu?

The face of forgiveness
     smiles like a Buddha 
          infinite wisdom encased 
              in an apology;  a force 
                 liberating all parties
                    behold son of Tohu & Te Whiti: 

                   give yourself to the ecstatic mea culpa 
                 the mysterious, supernatural glow of ‘sorry’
              scatter the fruit of penitence liberally, my friend 
            where they will propagate further harvests
        the poem imagined as Geneva’s whitest doves 
in heralded heavens, the righteous fellow will surely sing. 
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Poem styles and examples 
Here are five more poetry styles for to experiment with.  In all cases it is the theme of the poem 
which is most important, not the style it is written, and there are no onerous rules to observe 
here. Have a go! 
(All poems by Trevor M. Landers unless otherwise stated).

The Elemental Poem: 
The Rain at Ngāmatapouri

Full disclosure, I know the history, wound my way up twice, 
first time, summer, cracking sunshine, forest was steamy; 
great walk.  Second time, road was slushy, plenty of slips, 
raining like the Pantanal. La pluie, j’adore! Ka mīharo i te ua!

46kms of wind, wend and wind in whistling wettenstance
There, your wind with its battering banter eroding hills
creating slippage, downing telegraph wires, thussocking 
but we shall not be conquered, rain, our pluck is dri-az-a-bone.  

The church and the Rugby Club do not flinch, thrumped by gales,
neither shall we, I will wager our obduracy and cunning, spin dice 
against your persistence, gratuitous use of force, gnarly insurgency
typhoon-tempest we banish thee, move off meteorological maps!  

One note rain, your looming downpour does not quake us 
rain squalls swoop like demented hawks onto an Audi’s bonnet 
keep your melodic drumming for the roof, nightly, impertinent rain 
yhrough surgically cut escarpments, the hills yield their innards.  

There are brown, delusive pools on the road now, squishy cisterns.  
Not yaqona at all, a brackish welcome mat of slurry, opaque & bemired. 
Rain is a most mercurial guest, dances to his own sludgy gumboot tango,
We’ll pit ourselves against your juggernaut, floods of awe, wet grenade. 

‘Downpour in Ngāmatapouri’: torrential does not even encapsulate you,
large globules of rain, gloop into sheltering foliage, globs and glebes 
there are impasses, beyond sheltered bends, two statuesque Matai trees, respite! Road, now 
Lake festooned with debris & mud slalomers.   

Monsoonal tide abates, rivulets carry water backward, draining to where? pooling effect is in-
calculable, small small waterfalls dashing to be bigger,  quagmire, but we walk on defiantly, 
only 1 night lost, dry and warm leave unbowed but awestruck, plan visit No.3, a summertime 
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fling.4  
A Nostalgia Poem:
Cross Country Mudlarks at Māhoe School

Some people are annoyingly sporty at school
naturals, I suppose, 
I was a fairly good runner too, 
if my asthma was under control
and no minor respiratory ailment wheezed me to a halt.  
Anyway, I am recalling a specific incident, 
a memorable, if inglorious moment in Sacred Heart School, Manaia,  history. 
The boys cross-country race was first. I got 5th I think, which was ok, 
(I did have a cold and used lots of Salbutamol that day) 
No drama.
In the senior girls’ race two ‘recalcitrants’ in the view of Sr. B, 
made ‘a mockery of proceedings’, brought shame on the school (apparently, but I thought it 
was comical). Both the girls in question were ‘well off the frontrunner’s pace’. Just before the 
finish line was a boggy quagmire, filled with water, but gooey and gluggy and disconcertingly 
deep. Well D and D decided a lightning escape from the bog was unjustified. 
Instead, they both slowed themselves, 
then front first, with gay abandon and full mischief
toppled with great deliberation into the sump
Plop, plaaff, squelchy mudliness, head to toe 
both girls were on the larger side and well-developed, 
arising with glebs and globs of this gooey, gluggy bog 
Their yellow school t-shirts lathered in slush and sludge
 Sr. B was not amused; at least not nearly as amused as D and D (and a lot of bystanders).  Or-
dered to hose themselves off, given a red cheeked dressing down, unparalleled comedy and 
schoolgirl defiance. 
Most saw the funny side, to the further chagrin of Sr. B. 
To her eternal credit, years later, Sr. B. confessed she came to see the humour too, (just thought 
I should pass that along) 
A magic memory; two laughing renegades immortalised: 
the South Taranaki Primary Cross-Country at Māhoe School,
the Year of the Double Ds flop into that bog.
I am still smiling even now. 5

⁴ An elemental poem simply conjures the elements, or chronicles the interplay between meteorology and humankind. It may 
contain onamatapoeia, but attempts to vividly transport the reader to the scene described. A very common genre of poem. 
Arguably, Hone Tuwhare was our best exponent of this and personification poems. 
⁵  The childhood nostalgia poem is very popular because most people remember their school days quite vividly, even into older 
age. A childhood nostalgia poem evokes the sense of a childhood, exploring memorable, traumatic, idiosyncratic or the surreal 
experience of childhood rendered in the language of the adult. In psychotherapy childhood nostalgia and writing can be used 
to re-assess, re-evaluate and re-formulate persistent tropes and themes from childhood. As children we are given more latitude 
for silliness and making mistakes, Often these poems allow our voices to be articulated, and for all of us to valourise the child-
like rather than remain committed to childish modes of interaction. A great place for first-time poets. Nostalgia poems do not 
have to be about childhood---any nostalgic reflection will do. 



The Dirge: 
Mournful at Ōaonui

Let the Radio NZ pips shatter cruel silence
awaken to the dastardliness of dawn’s rude harvest
Catriona reads the news in stentorian tones
the missing fisher plucked from the waters of the Bight
bloated like a dairy cow, reclaimed by the sea,
is ashore, unlucky and unsightly, beached relief for his whānau.
Cynthia charts an Antarctic chill to the bone, imminent
the ache is not dull enough, it rains molten tears of reclamation
drink of the last moon’s wine, lay yourself down in raiments
prepare for benediction, a sombre requiem mass shall follow
the mourning whānau gather, karakia for the nehu
clutch rosaries and pray for his wife, and the stunned little children.
At least the sea surrendered him from his watery oubliette.
We shall stuff our own grief in an empty knapsack
tell stories and parables, so others may know him.
scented oils, spices, into the thurible, chain censer and away!
The processional hymns learnt to rote, still comfort me strangely
The sun’s ankles might twinkle, flex and grant us grace.
Before 3pm, you will be back at the bosom of Papatūānuku
Warmed and inspirited for the final journey: ki Te Reinga, e hoa
Poroporoaki, for the difference you made, farewell to all earthly matters
and thanks to the people who loved you even when you a broody bugger.
There as many melancholies as rabbits on this land at Lower Arawhata Rd. Even the Tī Kōuka 
seem to whisper ‘Kia Kaha’ as we pass; haere, haere! And just like that, your body rests in the 
urupa; spirit having flown away.6 

Yea, though I walk in death’s dark vale,
  Yet will I fear no ill;
For Thou art with me, and Thy rod
  And staff me comfort still.

My table Thou hast furnished
  In presence of my foes;
My head Thou dost with oil anoint,
  And my cup overflows.7

⁶ Technically, a dirge is a lament for the dead, especially one forming part of a funeral rite and is an ancient poetical form, transcending cultural 
and linguistic differences.  In popular parlance, a dirge is regarded as being a lament, but it should include funereal references to be deemed 
a true dirge.  Nevertheless, it remains a powerful genre, not least because the subject matter draw forth strong and often raw emotional re-
sponses. 
⁷  The third and fourth verses of the traditional requiem recessional hymn, ‘The Lord is My Shepherd’. 
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The Confessional Poem:  
Her Insomnia at Ararata 

Let’s not mention mine
but her insomnia
is a trapeze artist, clutching at phantom muscle spasms, 
jolting, jerking, jacitations rippling in her body like a rope
or the orgasm of a sizeable earthquake
of muscular miss-fires, 
only, she is not sated, unsleepable desires stubbornly know 
their vocalisations have their own registers:
agony, discomfort, supreme discomfort, 
discomfort with the accoutrements of pleasure. 
Suggested:  Sodium, Magnesium, and Calcium salts
mild ameliorations but nothing lasting—patient non-compliance observed. 
Phenergan—helpful only in mild spasm days;
 A Red Card to the spare room once the unconscious kicking starts
If it was physiological—easy to treat…well, perhaps. 
If it is psychological—harder, but self-sabotage can be overcome---
don’t worry darling, it is not this anyway. 
Confounding science and straggly eyed onlookers
she is lapsed unto a somnambulant nirvana
as fast as you can say psychosomatic. 
Now…
I am still awake…
and through the wall, very pleasant lady-snoring. .
So reading articles and editing intermittently at 4.22am
Let’s not talk about my sleeplessness
or that work beckons in four of the smallest wee hours. 
Most of you will get some kip and as it happens
the languorous undertones of unconsciousness 
are tugging me
             deep
               deeper 
                  deeper still….
rich pickings for the Sultans of the Unslept.8

⁸ The confessional poem is very common. It conveys some secret, intimate or personal reflection. Remember, this is poetry, so it is likely fiction, 
as this example is, maybe. I find a lot of people read poems as non-fiction---as autobiographical truth. That is the art of the poet----to convince 
or gently manipulate their reader into believing X or Y. The confessional poem is often a vehicle for addressing a theme or issue by discussing 
something that is not generally discussed at length. It may contain kernels of truth, but it need not. It provides an opportunity for poets to 
inhabit a different persona, or to address a subject without implicating an identifiable person. Or in this case, it might be a gross exaggeration 
and the use of a familiar trope ( wife, or girlfriend) to explore a common phenomenon (snoring, insomnia) that most of don’t really discuss in 
any depth. Personalising the poem to the inamorata of the poet immediately draws the reader in---this looks like a real confession! Whether 
schadenfreude, or as keepers of secret knowledges, we often revel in the petty secrets of others—this forms works well for that!  So….gotcha! 
Or did I? Who is really confessing? 
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A Personification Poem:
The Skeletonised Hills of Ōhangai

The Skeleton hills of Ōhangai
stand tall even though
they stand dead
defoliation’s face is back to laugh
with an old friend, unnecessary erosion. 

Trees like backbones
poking through the hills flesh
the wheezing diaphragms straining
plant native defibrillators, honour the intubated soil.  

Don’t cry my dear, stamp or pout
they chose to die here
this hillside shall be a sepulchre
a lament for less commoner sense.  

Death shall be beautiful
just look at those skeleton hills
Feel the whispers of folly on the wind
the land remains, it is the people who depart.  

Low clouds, hung frames, less rain 
along the razorbacks, switch-blade hostility
Let’s plant and rise paeans to the hope of life
no excuse; such opportunities to act differently! 

Wildflowers grow promisingly, thistles are king
little life shows on desiccated skeleton hills
at least grow sustainable timber the world-savers say
multiply revenue streams, re-think the proposition.   

Dry your salty crocodile climate tears, act, goddamn you! 
it’s the sky’s turn to cry and lament your hundred myopias
Sky always has the first premonitions, dark & ominous
always has the final say, the weather, quite definitely, is revolting.9  
⁹ In my poem, the hills of Ōhangai cannot be made entirely of skeletons, though some skeletons may be there. I am conferring the hills 
with the characteristics of a human skeleton. Sometimes this is referred to as an Anthropomorphic----where objects or animals are given 
human characteristics.  John Keats’ famous sonnet ‘Bright Star, Would I Were as Steadfast as Thou Art’, https://www.poetryfoundation.org/
poems/44468/bright-star-would-i-were-stedfast-as-thou-art is a classic example. (Accessed 4 February 2021). The final line makes use of the 
ambiguous meaning of revolting---is it in revolution, or is it terrible? The ‘crying sky’ and ‘dessicated skeleton hills’ hit at the consequences of 
human-induced climate change. By rendering bare hills as skeletons the poet is suggesting the earth is in crisis, or parts of it are already dead. 
It is a call to action for us to all change our ways. 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44468/bright-star-would-i-were-stedfast-as-thou-art
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44468/bright-star-would-i-were-stedfast-as-thou-art
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The last word 

Signs of Taranaki

No turning left
beyond this point

Give way ahead 
Caution: Cattle 

This is unceded whenua Maori 
Please observe the rāhui on the awa 

No parking on the right
Keep off the grass

Give way to pedestrians
Clearway operational all hours

Stop
One lane bridge 

Prone to subsidence 
Slip! 

Kaua e kai papa i tēnei wā
This garden is smoke free 

No alcohol permitted in this zone
All dogs must be on a leash 

The Fishing grounds are closed due to pollution 
5 knots maximum speed in the harbour 

Oil tankers observe marked speed limits 
Beware: Watch for Milk tankers

School Bus turns here 
Sale! Sale!  Strictly cash terms as refusal of credit may offend 

God saves! Coronavirus is a hoax!   (Yeah, right!) 
Sign of the times. 
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Contributors: 

Claudia Rizzoni is a student at the University of Melbourne and her claims to Taranaki citizen 
rest on her Kiwi stepfather who hails from Eltham. She has been published in student maga-
zines and Boho publications but she says this is her ‘first proper appearance in a NZ literary 
journal publicaton’ so we are delighted she chose us for her kiwi mainstream début. 

Sophie D. Collins was born in Gisborne then moved to Tauranga as a child. She had been 
living in New Plymouth for a couple of years then moved away then has moved back. She was 
recently inspired to begin writing poetry, having written some at secondary school but only 
just recently deciding to get back into it. Sophie says she love the Taranaki region and hope to 
continue writing.

Christopher Cooper works at Taranaki Base Hospital and in his own words writes “rants” 
about social issues which take his eye. This is his first publication in a literary journal and has 
enjoyed the process so far. 

David Eggleton is a New Zealand poet and writer. In 2019 he was appointed New Zealand Poet 
Laureate, a title he holds until August 2022. Eggleton’s creative output has been diverse, inclu-
ding mixed media recordings involving poetry and music, several volumes of poetry, histories 
of New Zealand music and photography, and a large number of literary reviews.

Craig Foltz is a New Plymouth-based poet. 

Basim Furat’s poetry has been published all over the world, and has been translated into 
French, German, Italian, Farsi, Romanian, Chinese, Spanish and English. He has published 
poetry books in Arabic, one in Spanish, and two collections of translations in English with Wel-
lington publisher HeadworX. In 2021, he published a new mini book of translations in  English, 
Visions, with Earl of Seacliff Art Workshop.

Marshall Gebbie is a transplanted Australian native who adopted New Zealand as his home 
many years ago and has not looked back. He has been writing everyday poetry for everyday 
people for over 50 years. He cites his loves as: Janet, life, single malt scotch, old Jazz, Taranaki 
and the All Blacks, presumably in that order. He lives in Ōkato. 

Adam Harris holds a Bachelor of Science from Nottingham Trent University and is the Direc-
tor of Fresh Mindset Ltd, a company that aims to make businesses more efficient, save money 
or realize opportunities.  Adam lives in Ōakura with his wife and two small daughters. He is an 
American football fan and improvised comedy performer. 

David Hill is a versatile journalist, reviewer, fiction writer, playwright and children’s writer. 
Born and educated in Napier, a graduate of Victoria University (MA Hons, 1964), he spent four-
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teen years secondary-school teaching before turning to writing full-time. He has contributed 
stories, articles, reviews and plays to newspapers, radio and most New Zealand journals.

Janet Hunt was born in Stratford, has lived in Inglewood and has retired to New Plymouth. 
She is arguably best known as one of New Zealand’s finest natural history authors, and her 
award-winning biography of Hone Tuwhare stands among our very best literary biographies. 
Professionally, Hunt initially worked as a primary and secondary teacher before lecturing in 
design, graphics and media at both the Auckland Institute of Technology and University of 
Auckland. She has also worked in publishing as a production editor.

Katherine Joyce grew up in Taranaki and admits to having ‘fond memories of the places, and 
some of the people’.   She has had her poetry published in Germany, New Zealand and elsew-
here and describes herself as ‘a Marxist feminist deconstructionist with a predilection for the 
dystopian and disassembly’.  She now lives in Berlin. 

Krishay Lal is a seventeen-year-old who attends Hawera High School. Originally, they were 
born in Suva, Fiji, but has now lived with their family in New Zealand for fourteen years. Kris-
hay is the current  2021 winner of the Ronald Hugh Morrison Short Story awards and look for-
ward to producing more stories in the future. 

Michelle Leggott is a Professor of English at the University of Auckland and was born at the 
Avon Maternity Hospital in 1956. Her family lived on Cordelia St for the first few years of her 
life. The house, number 115, was the first of several houses her father built, she says. The family 
then moved to Urenui and then on again to New Plymouth.

Sam Landers was raised in Kaūpokonui and attended Manaia Primary and Hawera High 
School. In 2021 he will be a Health Sciences student at the University of Otago where he hopes 
to study medicine.  This is his first published poem and credits his Uncle Trevor for encourage-
ment. 

Trevor M Landers, MA, MPM, MEd, MCW is the founding editor of Mātātuhi Taranaki. His 
poetry has been published widely in New Zealand and internationally. He has previously pu-
blished six volumes of poetry, his latest being, Whetū Mārama: Poems in Memory of Bill Gosden 
(The Zealot Press, 2021) 

Airana Ngarewa is writer of Ngāti Ruanui descent from Pātea. His work has appeared in The 
Stand, Mayhem Literary Journal, Turbine, Takehē Magazine, and Newsroom. He is pleased to 
support the kaupapa of Mātātuhi Taranaki. 

Piet Nieuwland lives near Whangarei on the edge of the Kaipara catchment. His mother’s 
ancestors  were amongst early English colonising arrivals on Ngāmotu beach. His father left 
The Netherlands after WW2 and began a new life in Te Kiri. Piet previously worked for Te 
Papa Atawhai as a strategic planner as well as maintaining a creative writing and artistic thread 
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throughout his career. His book, As light into water was published by Cyberwit and his poetry 
appears in numerous print and online journals. His website is www.pietnieuwland.com  

Karl Nixon is a Waitara-based father of two who came to poetry through a desire to connect 
further with his son and daughter

Gregory O’Brien was born in Matamata in 1961 but his mother has connections to Ōpūnake, 
not far from Parihaka Pā. Greg says: “Taranaki is a province well-known for its electrical storms; 
the township of Parihaka (under Te Whiti) was famous for its advanced electricity supply. This 
poem is a kind of choreography, bringing together various elements, making connections as 
well as reconciling opposites’. 

Mark Pirie is an internationally published poet, editor, publisher and archivist for PANZA 
(Poetry Archive of NZ Aotearoa). A long-term supporter of poets/poetry he has been a foun-
der/editor of JAAM, 1995-2005, publisher for HeadworX 1998-, and currently edits broadsheet: 
new new zealand poetry, 2008 -present.  Recent poetry collections: Slips: Cricket Poems (Head-
worX, 2021) and Bono Mato Poeia (ESAW Mini Series, No. 42, 2021).

Vaughan Rapatahana (Te Ātiawa) commutes between homes in Hong Kong, Philippines, and 
Aotearoa New Zealand. He is widely published across several genre in both his main langua-
ges, te reo Māori and English and his work has been translated into Bahasa Malaysia, Italian, 
French, Mandarin, Romanian, Spanish. He performed at the prestigious Medellin Poetry Fes-
tival in Colombia during August 2021.

Barbara Sewell is retired and lives ion Stratford after being a ‘farmer’s widow’ for many years. 
This is her first published poem and she thanks Trevor for encouraging her to submit poems for 
publication and quips she “might even do it again!”. 

Associate Professor Alice Te Punga Somerville (Te Ātiawa/ Taranaki) is a scholar, poet and 
irredentist. Born on her tribal homelands in Wellington, raised in Auckland, and having lived 
overseas for half of her adult life, she is now Associate Professor in the Faculty of Māori and 
Indigenous Studies at the University of Waikato, where she writes and teaches at the intersec-
tions of Indigenous, Pacific, literary and cultural studies. 

Michael Steven is the author of Walking to Jutland Street, a collection of poems published by 
Otago University Press in 2018. He has worked as an electrician, a stage manager and a books-
tore clerk, and lives in West Auckland with his partner and son. Michael was born in Auckland 
in 1977.

Arielle Walker (Taranaki, Ngāruahine, Ngāpuhi, Pākehā) is a Tāmaki Mākaurau-based con-
temporary artist, writer and maker. Her practice seeks pathways towards reciprocal belonging 
through the intersections and connections between land, language, and craft, focusing on tac-

http://www.pietnieuwland.com
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tile storytelling and ancestral narratives.

Albert Tuaopepe Wendt is a Samoan poet and writer who lives in New Zealand. He is one of 
the most influential writers in Oceania. As an academic he has taught at universities in Samoa, 
Fiji, Hawaii and New Zealand, and from 1988 to 2008 was the professor of New Zealand lite-
rature at the University of Auckland. In 2013 he was appointed a member of the Order of New 
Zealand, New Zealand’s highest civilian honour, recognising his pivotal role in the formation 
of Pacific literature in English.

Kit Willett is an Auckland-based English teacher, poet, and executive editor of the New Zea-
land  poetry journal, Tarot. He has been recently published in The Blue Nib, Live Encounters, 
and ‘This Twilight Menagerie’.

Virginia Winder, aka Wetawoman, is a freelance journalist, writer, former polytechnic tutor 
and a graduate of Auckland Institute of Technology’s journalism programme. As her poem in 
this collection makes clear, she is a horticultural lover with a keen interest in flowers and the 
natural world. In more recent times, she has become a registered celebrant. 
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The next volume is a special edition celebrating Pātea, Waverley, Waitōtara and surrounding 
districts. It will be edited by Vaughn Rapatahana, Trevor M. Landers and one other TBA.  We 
want to commission poets, songs, waiata, pakiwaitara and other literary contributions and here 
are some images to help you. Please get in touch with us speedily if you wish to respond---first 
in, first served: matatuhitaranaki@gmx.com 

Prompt A: 

Prompt B: 

© Trevor M. Landers, ‘Waverley Railway Station’, (24 October 2021)

© Trevor M. Landers, ‘A Stop at the Aotea Waka, Patea’, (24 October 2021)
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Prompt C:

© Trevor Landers, ‘The Sea at Manu Bay, Patea’, (23 October 2021)
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Prompt D: 

Prompt E:

© Trevor M Landers, ‘A bend in the Omaru River, north of Ngāmatapouri’, 12/09/21

© Trevor M. Landers, ‘Fonterra Tanker in Waverley‘, 24 October 2021




